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SUMMARY 
 
 
 
Increasing emphasis has been placed on the use of renewable resources, on 

decreased reliance on petroleum in order to better utilize global energy needs. Biological 

structures available in nature have been a constant inspiration to the design and 

fabrication of the new line of functional biomaterials whose unique phenomena can be 

exploited in novel applications. In tissue engineering for example, a natural biomimetic 

material with close resemblance to the profile features existed in a native extracellular 

matrix could provide a temporary functional platform to regulate and control cellular 

interactions at a molecular level and to subsequently direct a tissue regeneration. 

However, the lack of rigidity of natural materials typically limits their mass production. 

One promising approach to address this shortcoming is to introduce a biomimetic 

composite material reinforced by high purity nanofibers found in nature. As an attractive 

reinforcing filler phase, cellulose nanowhiskers (CNWs) offer exceptional properties such 

as high aspect ratio, large interface area, and significant mechanical integrity. As such, 

CNWs could integrate a viable nanofibrous porous candidate, resulting in superior 

structural diversity and functional versatility. Inspired by the fascinating properties of 

cellulose and its derivatives, we have designed two bio-inspired nanocomposite materials 

reinforced with CNWs in this work.  

In our first design, a bio-inspired carbohydrate-based nanocomposite was 

fabricated such that the CNWs were well dispersed and embedded in a matrix of cellulose 

acetate propionate (CAP-CNW composite). The dispersed CNW phase created a rigid 

network within the host matrix, which imparted considerable mechanical strength and 
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thermal stability to the entire composite system at only 0.2 wt.%, and substantially 

enhanced these properties upon the orientation of the nanowhiskers. The aligned features 

not only improved the directionality of nanoparticles within the medium, but also 

drastically lowered the optimum amount of CNWs required (3 wt.%) to obtain the best 

composite performance. Likewise, homogenization schemes such as the mean field 

approach and the percolation technique were investigated to ensure the accuracy of our 

experimental data and to predict the unusual reinforcing effect of CNWs in a cellulose-

based nanocomposite. Based on these comparisons, the tendency of CNWs to 

interconnect with one another through strong hydrogen bonding gave rise to the 

formation of a three-dimensional rigid percolating network, fact which imparted excellent 

mechanical strength and thermal stability to the entire structure at such low filler content. 

In our second design, a bio-inspired protein-based nanocomposite comprised of 

collagen and cellulose nanowhiskers (COL-CNW composite) was fabricated to contrast 

with our original design by resembling the structural features of natural human ECM 

while delivering an effective viscoelastic behavior to the designed substrate. The most 

significant aspect of the second design was reflected on fabricating a comparable series 

of hydrogels and characterizing them structurally, mechanically, and thermally, which 

resulted in significant property improvements at small amount of filler content, i.e. 3% by 

weight. The excellent performance at such low filler content was mainly believed to be 

due to the formation of the percolating filler network from hydrogen bonds between the 

cellulose as well as to strong interactions between CNW surface and the polymer chains 

in the collagenous medium. 
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Finally, the initial biocompatibility of the COL-CNW composite was probed by 

in-vitro incubation of human-bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), 

which resulted in the invasion and proliferation of MSCs around the nanocomposite at 

day 8 of culture. We believe that our biomimetically-engineered platform in this study, 

with an oriented microstructure and tunable mechanical/ thermal properties, could open 

new perspectives in the self-assembly of nanobiomaterial for tissue-engineered 

scaffolding, while it could make the design of the next generation of fully green 

functional biomaterial a reality.  
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY  

 

This chapter gives background information relevant to the current investigation.  

A discussion of the biologically inspired (bio-inspired) material phenomena is followed 

by an example application with its relevant design criteria. Then, three bio-inspired 

material systems are introduced including cellulose nanowhiskers, carbohydrate-based 

nanocomposite and protein-based nanocomposite. Finally, the potential advantages of 

these bio-inspired systems for the intended application are explored in the framework of 

the influential factors on the functional responses of these materials. 

  

1.1 Biologically Inspired Materials 

Nature offers a wide range of materials with structural diversity and functional 

versatility that are superior to any man-made designs existing today (1, 2). Learning from 

these biological structures and understanding their mechanism of self-organization can 

provide a valuable scientific and technical blueprint for the design of a new class of 

advanced functional bio-inspired and bio-based materials with low environmental impact 

(3-6). Recent advances in nanotechnology have facilitated a higher degree of control over 

the intimate features of such bio-based materials and thus, opened the door to the design 

of smart adaptive biomaterials with nano-structured features (7, 8) and to their potential 

use in a variety of biomedical applications (9).  
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1.2 Example Application of a Bio-inspired Material: Scaffolding in Tissue 

Engineering 

One of the most promising applications, and the motivating factor for the material 

development in this study, is the use of green bio-inspired materials to develop substitutes 

for damaged tissues or organs that are functional and closely resemble the native 

morphology and physiology. Achieving such a goal to culture cells and to engineer the 

tissue and subsequently the organ would benefit from the availability of a versatile bio-

scaffold that would deliver a wide range of functionalities at the cellular level, and would 

thus promote new tissue formation (10). Such a bio-scaffold as an artificial extracellular 

matrix (ECM) plays a significant role in integrating the overall tissue structure and thus 

should offer complete biocompatibility (11), controlled porosity (12, 13), three 

dimensional versatility (14, 15), surface adhesion capability (16-18) and controlled 

biodegradability (11). 

As a result, the surface morphology and the bulk topology of such material would 

have a leading role in the successful functioning of an ECM scaffold by creating an 

attractive substrate for subsequent cellular activities (9, 19). The traditional design of an 

ECM scaffold has mainly focused on the properties of the biomimetic materials at the 

macroscopic and microscopic levels, as shown in Figure 1.1 A and B (18, 20). New 

developments in bio- and nano-technology in recent years, however, revealed the role of 

nano-sized moieties in a human ECM and the crucial presence of a nano-structured bio-

scaffold as a necessary component for correct tissue development (9, 18). As such, the 

nano-fibrous assemblies shown in Figure 1.1 C have a beneficial impact on guiding the 
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cell adhesion and the system biocompatibility by increasing the particle surface area, 

porosity, and available binding sites of the scaffold (9, 21-23). 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of scaffold morphologies and their impact on cell 
anchoring, adhesion and proliferation. 

 

Most naturally-occurring tissues exhibit a preferential alignment and a well-

ordered structure, such as the parallel and aligned assembly in tendons, the concentric 

weaves in bone, the orthogonal lattices in cornea, the circumferential alignment of the 

smooth muscle cells of large arteries and the mesh-like architecture in skin (18, 24, 25). 

Taking this into account, a desired scaffold material should also possess a fibrous moiety 

whose orientation can be adjusted in order to promote the proliferation, migration and 

differentiation of different types of cells (21, 24, 26, 27).  Therefore, a scaffold template 
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possessing a porous nano-fibrous architecture entangled with oriented fibrils could 

potentially mimic the native human extracellular matrix and constitute a reliable 

alternative in the regeneration of a new tissue.  

 

1.3 Bio-inspired Nanomaterial 

Among potential nano-structured biopolymers, cellulose could constitute a 

reasonable candidate for an ECM scaffold, given its excellent biocompatibility (11, 28-

33), inherent rigidity (34, 35) and potential directionality (30, 36-40). Studies concerned 

with surface modifications of titatnium implants have shown that coating these implants 

with cellulose-based layers considerably improved cell attachment and proliferation (41), 

much like more conventional biopolymer networks used as scaffolds, such as hydrogels 

or poly(lactic acid). Structurally, cellulose consists of a linear polymer, generated by D-

glucose units condensed through β(1-4)-glycosidic oxygen bridges, adopting a stiff 

needle-like conformation (42). Laterally extended by the hydrogen bonding, the 

associated cellulose chains form a relatively stable polymer that can resist facile 

degradation in typical aqueous solvents. The hydrogen linkages, which hold the glucose 

residues intact from one chain to another, also give rise to rigid crystalline regions that 

impart significant strength and directional rigidity to the biomass structure as shown in 

Figure 1.2. These crystalline regions can be isolated following a vigorous multi-stage 

chemical/mechanical separation technique resulting in a dimension of generally 1-100 nm 

in diameter and 0.5 to 2 µm in length (35, 42, 43), depending on the source of cellulose. 

These isolated crystalline regions are called nanocrystalline cellulose nanoparticles 

(cellulose nanowhiskers, CNWs). The extended rigid chain conformation of CNWs along 
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with the cooperative morphology of the hydrogen-bonded layers forming the crystalline 

regions; result in the CNW significant load-carrying capacity as compared to other non-

biocompatible reinforcing fibers (44-50) summarized in Table 1.1 (35, 51). The excellent 

properties of CNWs, as a reinforcing filler phase in polymeric nanocomposites, originate 

in characteristics such as a very large aspect ratio (around 70), a high specific area (150 

m2/g), a high rate of crystallinity (95%), a reactive surface (possessing hydroxyl 

functional groups) and, a high longitudinal Young’s modulus (from 130 to 150 GPa) (43, 

52-54).   

 

 

Figure 1.2 A strand of cellulose, representing the linear chains of cellulose molecules 
inter-linked through hydrogen bonds to form a 3D rigid network (55). 
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Table 1.1 Mechanical properties of the nano-sized cellulose whiskers compared with 
other filler agents (35, 51) 

Reinforcing  
Fibers 

Tensile Strength  
(GPa) 

Elastic Modulus 
 (GPa) 

Glass Fibers 4.8 86 

Kevlar 3.0 130 

Steel Wire 4.1 207 

Graphite Whisker 21 410 

Carbon Nanotubes 11-73 270-970 

Cellulose Nanowhiskers 7.5 145 

 

The magnetic susceptibility of the individual C-C, C-O, C-H, and O-H bonds in 

the D-glucose monomers, along with their relative orientation in the crystal, can enable 

researchers to induce alignment of cellulose nanocrystals by exposing them to an external 

magnetic field (56). Also, the ester groups at the surface of the cellulose whiskers, 

resulting from the sulfuric acid hydrolysis, can also assist in their magnetic orientation 

(35). Several studies have documented the notable advantages and enhanced properties of 

nanocomposites, composed of nanoparticles in general, and cellulose-based nanoparticles 

in particular, that were magnetically aligned by the application of an external field (56-

58). The alignment of the cellulose nanowhiskers introduced anisotropy in the 

nanocomposites resulting in considerable differences in the storage modulus between the 

direction perpendicular to the magnetic field and that parallel to the magnetic field (59, 

60).  

As a result of their unique properties and ease of processing, cellulose 

nanowhiskers have been successfully embedded into a variety of matrices, ranging from 

synthetic polymers to natural biopolymers (25). Synthetic polymers such as PGA and 

PLLA have exhibited some promising characteristics for possible use as structural 

scaffold matrices; however, recent studies have raised some concerns regarding their fast 
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degradation in the bulk of the scaffold relative to that on the surface (11, 61-63). This 

could lead to the release of their acidic byproducts and to the reduction in the local pH 

near the scaffold, which could accelerate the entire system’s degradation (61). Hence, the 

highly acidic environment developed around the biopolymers could adversely affect 

cellular activities and ultimately new tissue formation. Conversely, the relative stability 

of natural polymers, such as carbohydrate-based and protein-based materials, to 

physiological environments could justify their conversion into biocompatible materials 

by physical or chemical transformations (64-66).    

 

1.4 Bio-inspired Carbohydrate-based Nanocomposite 

As a carbohydrate-based material, the bio-ester cellulose, in forms such as 

cellulose acetate (CA) and cellulose acetate propionate (CAP), has excellent 

biocompatibility.  At the same time it exhibits controlled biodegradability over time, with 

glucose as the final byproduct, in contrast to the acidic byproducts of the standard PGA 

scaffolds (11). In particular, the surface glucopyranosyl residues of the CAP polymer 

constitute recognizable biomarkers by the carbohydrate molecules that are present on cell 

surfaces, thus allowing biochemical targeting and subsequent cell adhesion (67). Due to 

all its noteworthy properties, i.e. biocompatibility, controlled biodegradability, non-acidic 

byproducts, and three-dimensional porosity, CA and its derivatives have already been 

introduced in different biomedical procedures (11, 67-69).  

In order to take advantage of the excellent properties of cellulose and its 

derivatives both as the reinforcing nanoparticle phase and as the matrix material, and to 

potentially design a scaffold biomaterial for the growth of a new tissue, we have initially 
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designed a bio-inspired nanocomposite that was fully cellulose-based (70, 71). This 

nanocomposite material consisted of a cellulose acetate propionate matrix that was 

embedded and entangled with magnetically-aligned cellulose nanowhiskers. Since the 

degree of crystallinity of the matrix material affects the in-vivo engraftment mechanism 

of the cellulose (64, 65), CAP has been applied in this study instead of the more 

conventional CA, in order to achieve a lower matrix crystallinity, while at the same time, 

to provide a more flexible platform material with stable mechanical and thermal 

properties. The details of this nanocomposite’s fabrication, along with the 

microstructural, mechanical, and thermal characterization will be further discussed in 

Chapter 4. 

 

1.5 Bio-inspired Protein-based Nanocomposite 

Natural ECM is typically a porous hydrogel comprised of protein and 

polysaccharide nanofibers, which offer mechanical support as well as biochemical signals 

to cells (21). As was detailed in Section 1.4, such a potential bio-scaffold was designed, 

using cellulose nanowhiskers embedded and aligned in a matrix of cellulose acetate 

propionate (70). The dispersed CNW phase formed a rigid percolating network within the 

host matrix, which imparted considerable mechanical strength and thermal stability to the 

entire nanocomposite system at loadings as low as 0.2% by weight (71). These properties 

were enhanced even further upon the alignment of the nanowhiskers in an externally-

applied magnetic field (70). However, our CAP-CNW designed system was too stiff yet 

brittle, and hence, would most likely not be suitable for its intended application.  
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To impart enhanced ductility with the desired flexibility to the bio-scaffold and to 

better mimic the structural features displayed by protein and polysaccharide nanofibers in 

natural ECM (21), another biopolymer matrix was required, and the most natural choice 

has been collagen. Collagen is the most abundant protein; it constitutes the major 

building block of connective tissues (72). Further, as a class of naturally occurring 

proteins, collagen constitutes the major building block of many hierarchically structured 

biological tissues such as tendon and bone (72). This fascinating biomacromolecule has 

long been investigated for extensive use in biomedical applications due to its excellent 

biocompatibility, safe biodegradability, and very low antigenecity (73). Compared to 

non-fibrillar gels, fibrillar collagen gels are more attractive candidates for tissue 

engineering applications since they can retain cultured cells with their effective pore size 

(74). However, material made of pure collagen typically presents poor water resistance 

and low mechanical strength as well as fast biodegradation without some form of matrix 

modification (75-79).     

In order to modify the collagen matrix, and using the findings that we have 

presented previously (70, 71, 80), CNWs offer a benign natural reinforcing candidate to 

develop an enhanced lightweight material with excellent properties (51). In addition to 

providing strong fillers, the organic-based CNWs also eliminate concerns about the 

negative effect of nanoparticles, such as carbon nanotubes, nanowires, and other 

inorganic materials, on cells where they can adversely introduce and provoke oxidative 

stress, inflammation, genetic damage and long-term pathological effects (44, 46, 48). 

Hence, the reinforcement of the collagen matrix with CNWs by a uniform entanglement 

mechanism may result in the improvement of the supermolecular structure and the 
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mechanical strength of collagen while maintaining the surface biocompatibility of the 

nanocomposite system. The CNWs would impart mechanical strength, toughness and 

surface affinity, while the collagen matrix would provide the mechanical ductility that 

was not available in our previous bio-inspired nanocomposite design, the CAP-CNW 

system.    

To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have attempted to fabricate a 

fully naturally derived composite of collagen with well-dispersed CNWs without using 

toxic chemicals, or to investigate the rheological response of such a system (81-84). 

Thereby, the main purpose of our bio-inspired, protein-based design is to focus on the 

rheological, thermal and biocompatibility properties of a collagen hydrogel matrix 

reinforced with CNWs. By controlling the dispersion of the CNW phase at the low filler 

concentration, as well as the porosity of the collagen-cellulose hydrogel nanocomposite, 

we will attempt to optimize the mechanical rigidity of the nanocomposite system without 

compromising the material’s inherent biocompatibility, flexibility and controlled 

biodegradability. Previously, we have observed that the optimal mechanical and thermal 

properties for the CAP-CNW composite were achieved by increasing the volume fraction 

of CNWs in the range of 1, 3, 6, and 9 wt.%. Therefore, we have chosen to study a 

similar trend to investigate the optimum amount of CNW nanofiller, well above the 

percolation threshold, thus ensuring continuous filler phase and maximal entanglement 

with the collagen matrix. Furthermore, the denaturation and complete decomposition of 

the protein-based nanocomposite subjected to increasing temperature were studied. 

Finally, the biocompatibility of the fabricated hydrogel nanocomposite was probed to 

establish the scaffolding potential of our fabricated nanohybrid in tissue engineering. This 
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investigation, using in-vitro incubation of human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal 

stem cells (MSCs) for 8 day of culture, is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

 

1.6 Thesis Dissertation Organization 

Based on the above overview, the rest of the thesis dissertation is organized as 

follows:  

Experimental Procedures (Chapter 2) 

This chapter details the processing and characterization of the cellulose 

Nanowhiskers (CNWs) as well as a carbohydrate- and protein-based nanocomposite 

reinforced with CNWs. This includes preparation of the nanowhiskers, their dispersion 

prior to nanocomposite fabrication, and the procedures for microstructural, mechanical, 

thermal and biocompatibility characterization. 

Fabrication and Characterization of Cellulose Nanowhiskers (Chapter 3) 

This chapter describes the fundamentals steps of CNW synthesis and discusses 

the CNW characterization using microscopy techniques such atomic force microscopy, 

transmission electron microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy with respect to 

nanostructure and microstructure. 

Fabrication and Characterization of a Bio-inspired Carbohydrate-based 

Nanocomposite Reinforced with CNWs (Chapter 4) 
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This chapter discusses the impact of processing methods on the final performance 

of a carbohydrate-based nanocomposite reinforced with CNWs. Also, the mechanical and 

thermal properties of the nanocomposite are investigated with respect to increasing 

volume fraction of CNWs. Careful control of the CNW dispersion within the biopolymer 

matrix resulted in a significant system enhancement at a small amount of nanofiller 

concentration. Finally, theoretical mechanical models were also investigated and 

compared with the experimental results, predicting the percolation of CNWs within the 

biopolymer matrix.    

Fabrication and Characterization of a Bio-inspired Protein-based Nanocomposite 

Reinforced with CNWs (Chapter 5)  

The focus of this chapter is to study the effect of the CNW increasing volume 

fraction on the mechanical and thermal properties of a hydrogel nanocomposite as CNWs 

are incorporated within a protein-based matrix. Rheological analyses, including 

oscillatory strain, time, and frequency sweep, were carried out to study the flow and 

deformation of the hydrogel nanocomposite subjected to oscillatory shear and to 

investigate the connection of the rheology results to the microstructure. Careful control of 

the processing conditions resulted in a viscoelastic hydrogel with a significant 

improvement in the system’s mechanical and thermal performance at a small amount of 

nanofiller content. A change in the paradigm of the hydrogel nanocomposite behavior 

mechanically and thermally, confirmed the formation of a three-dimensional rigid 

percolating network giving rise to an enhanced system performance at such low 

nanofiller concentration.   
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Biocompatibility Study (Chapter 6) 

The focus of this chapter is to investigate the biocompatibility of the collagen-

cellulose hydrogel nanocomposite by using an in-vitro study of human bone marrow-

derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) at 8 day of culture. The MSC growth and 

proliferation around the hydrogel nanocomposite proved that the constituent materials in 

the COL-CNW composite were non-toxic and biocompatible, resulting in a potential 

substrate for scaffolding in tissue engineering. 

Conclusions Remarks and Future Directions (Chapter 7) 

Overall results and findings of this study are summarized in this chapter as well as 

the recommendations for the future directions in the design of a biologically inspired 

material.  
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES  

 

This chapter details the processing and characterization of the cellulose 

Nanowhiskers (CNWs) as well as that of a carbohydrate- and protein-based 

nanocomposite reinforced with CNWs. This includes preparation of the nanowhiskers, 

their dispersion prior to nanocomposite fabrication, and the procedures for 

microstructural, mechanical, thermal and biocompatibility characterization.  

  

2.1 Material Processing 

The CNWs were fabricated using an acid hydrolysis technique, freeze-dried and 

dispersed in a suspension before they were embedded into the biopolymer matrices as 

described below.   

 

2.1.1 Preparation of Cellulose Nanowhiskers (CNWs) 

An aqueous suspension of cellulose nanowhiskers was prepared by extraction 

from Avicel, a commercial microcrystalline cellulose precursor (MCC) of cotton linter 

(Sigma-Aldrich, Milwaukee, MI). A multistage process was used in order to disrupt and 

very quickly digest the amorphous region of MCC as schematically illustrated in Figure 

2.1.  
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Figure 2.1 The suspension of cellulose nanowhiskers subjected to sulfuric acid 
hydrolysis. 

 

To streamline the procedure as described in (85), the MCC suspension was 

initially subjected to an acid hydrolysis with a 62 wt.% H2SO4 solution, followed by 

successive cycles of centrifugation of the non-turbid suspension. Then, the resulting clear 

suspension was placed for a dialysis exchange against distilled water in order to remove 

the residual acid, leading to the formation of neutral stable colloids of CNWs in an 

aqueous solution with a pH near to 6-7. Finally, the CNW suspension was gently freeze-

dried (Figure 2.2) and delicately dispersed in an acetone suspension. It was then mixed 

with the biopolymer matrices in order to reduce the interactions between the hydroxyl 

groups on the nanocrystal surfaces and thus to improve the quality of the nanocrystal 

dispersion within the matrix.  
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Figure 2.2 Freeze-dried cellulose nanowhiskers directly from the freeze-dryer and 
measured by weight prior to mixing with the biopolymer matrix and forming the 
nanocomposites of CAP-CNW and COL-CNW. 
  

2.1.2 Preparation of a Carbohydrate-based Nanocomposite Reinforced with CNWs  

Cellulose acetate propionate with 2.5 wt.% acetyl and 46 wt.% propionyl content 

(1: 14 ratio) and molecular weight of 75,000 g/mol was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, 

Milwaukee, WI. The general chemical structure of the polymer is shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 Chemical structure of cellulose acetate propionate 
 

A clear solution of 5 wt.% CAP in a spectroscopic grade acetone from VWR was 

prepared overnight. The CNWs were either directly added to the CAP solution or they 
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were pre-dispersed in acetone prior to mixing. To better preserve the dispersion of the 

CNWs and to control their reaction with the matrix material, the CAP suspension was 

subjected to several minutes of sonication, followed by 2 hours of magnetic stirring. The 

aqueous suspension of the non-flocculated CNWs in CAP was then cast into a PTFE 

mold and was allowed to settle at room temperature to form a 200 µm film. For the 

experiments intended to probe the mechanical/thermal properties of the CAP-CNW 

composites, the concentrations of the CNWs were varied as 0.2, 1, 3, 6, and 9 wt.%, this 

in order to better evaluate the effect of the fraction of the nanocrystal phase on the 

properties of cellulose-based nanocomposites, particularly at low whisker concentrations. 

The uniformity and smoothness of the resulting membrane revealed a relatively 

homogeneous distribution of CNWs within the viscoelastic CAP medium. 

The alignment of the non-flocculated aqueous suspension of CAP-CNW medium 

was achieved by applying a 0.3 T magnetic field for 1 hour at room temperature after the 

suspension was poured. This was immediately followed by sonication into a mold as 

schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4. Also, the component in the mold was kept for 

another 1 hour without the magnetic field for further comparisons of the results.   
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Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of the alignment of CNWs within the CAP matrix 
under an externally applied magnetic field. 

 

 

2.1.3 Preparation of a Protein-based Nanocomposite Reinforced with CNWs 

A solution of 0.05 M acetic acid was prepared by overnight magnetic stirring to 

obtain a homogenized medium. Microfibrillar, type I collagen (COL) isolated from 

bovine Achilles tendon (purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) was initially dissolved in the 

diluted acetic acid (5 mg/ mL) and was homogenized upon 2 hours of stirring. The pre-

dispersed CNWs were then added into the collagen suspension and allowed to form a 

homogenous hydrogel by additional 2 hours of magnetic stirring at room temperature, 

resulting in a hydrogel nanocomposite as shown in Figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5 Hydrogel material system comprised of cellulose nanowhiskers and collagen 
forming the COL-CNW composite upon magnetic stirring. 

 

Then the gel was filtered and de-aerated under vacuum to remove the entrapped 

air-bubbles introduced by mixing. Finally, the hydrogel composite of non-flocculated 

CNWs and collagen was cooled down to -10 oC for a day resulting in the porous media. 

Both pure collagen and COL-CNW composite were stored at 4 oC in order to maintain 

the gel stability and to control the system hydration prior to further investigation of the 

material properties. 

 

2.2 Material Characterization 

The structure, morphology, and distribution of CNW nanocrystals within the 

matrix; the mechanical/thermal properties of nanocomposites; and the biocompatibility 
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study were investigated by a variety of techniques that are particularly suited for the 

characterization of nanoscale features within a material as described below in detail.  

 

2.2.1 Microstructure Microscopy 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)   

The topography, morphology and distribution of cellulose nanowhiskers were 

probed by atomic force microscopy (3100 Veeco AFM, Scanning Probe Microscope). A 

droplet of CNW suspension in an aqueous solution taken from a dialysis tube was dried 

on a pre-cleaned glass slide at room temperature prior to imaging. The instrument was 

operated at a resonance frequency of 70 kHz and a spring constant of 1-5 N/m using 

commercial silicon SPM tip of 1.6 µm. All AFM scans were imaged on the surface of the 

CNW particles at room temperature in tapping mode. 

 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)  

The nanostructure of the dispersed CNWs was observed using a JEOL 

transmission electron microscope (TEM) operating with an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. 

Drops of the freeze-dried whiskers, pre-dispersed in an acetone suspension, were 

deposited on carbon-coated electron microscope grids and allowed to dry at room 

temperature prior to imaging. 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)  

The cross-sections of CAP-CNW composite films were imaged using a scanning 

electron microscope (LEO and ZEISS SEM) at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. The 
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specimens were initially frozen in liquid nitrogen for a few minutes before snapping-off 

the edge to remove the surface soft polymers and to preserve the nature of CNWs at the 

fractured section. Then, the snapped cross-sections were sputter-coated with gold for less 

than a minute prior to imaging.   

Similarly, the microstructure of the CAP-CNW composites was obtained by the 

same SEMs at 5 kV accelerating voltage. Prior to imaging, several drops of the CAP-

CNW suspension were deposited on silicon wafers that were pre-cleaned with piranha 

solution (a typical mixture of 3: 1 concentrated sulfuric acid, H2SO4 and hydrogen 

peroxide, H2O2) and ethanol, then allowed to quickly dry in an oven in order to remove 

the moisture from the surface of Si wafers. The silicon wafers were subsequently sputter-

coated as previously described.  

The structure and profile features of the fabricated COL-CNW composite were 

also studied using a FEI Quanta 200 FEG environmental scanning electron microscope 

(ESEM) at accelerating voltages of 5 and 10 kV. Prior to imaging, the COL-CNW gel 

was deposited on silicon wafers that were pre-cleaned with piranha solution and ethanol, 

and allowed to dry overnight in air at room temperature prior to ESEM imaging to 

evaporate the solvent content from the hydrogel composites.  

Likewise, the cross-section of the COL-CNW composites was probed using the 

same ESEM at accelerating voltages of 5 kV and 10 kV, taking the method applied for 

the cross-sectional imaging of the CAP-CNW composite described above.  

 

2.2.2 Mechanical testing 

Tensile Testing 
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Classical tensile tests were performed on the specimens of neat CAP and CNW-

CAP composite samples with different CNW weight fractions, using an MTS Insight II 

with a nominal gauge length of 20 mm and a crosshead speed of 1.2 mm/min. The data 

was collected at an acquired rate of 20 Hz under 100 N loading at body temperature (37 

oC). Three specimens from each set of aligned/non-aligned films at different filler 

contents were tested in order to validate the consistency of the recorded data and the 

uniformity of the fabricated membranes. 

Classical tensile tests were performed on the specimens of neat CAP and CAP-

CNW composites fabricated at different CNW weight fractions. The specimens were cut 

into a standard dog-bone shape and tested using an MTS Insight II at a nominal gage 

length of 20 mm and a crosshead speed of 1.2 mm/min. The data was collected at a rate 

of 20 Hz under a 100 N loading at body temperature (37 oC). Three specimens from each 

set of films at different filler concentrations were tested to validate the consistency of the 

reported data and the uniformity of the fabricated membranes. 

 

Rheology Measurements   

All rheological measurements were carried out on the synthesized hydrogels in 

their hydrated state from surface moisture at room temperature using a macroscopic 

rotational rheometry: a controlled strain Rheometric Scientific ARES. The samples were 

cut directly from the stored gels at 4 oC and were rheologically measured at atmospheric 

condition taking a 25 mm parallel-plate with a 1 mm gap between the plates. The 

temperature was maintained at 25 oC for all the operations. Three specimens of each set 

of hydrogels (pure collagen and COL-CNW composite) were tested in order to study the 
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consistency of the reported measurements and the uniformity of the different prepared 

samples. 

 

2.2.3 Thermal testing 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

The phase transition temperatures and the crystalline behavior of the 

thermoplastic polymer composites (CAP-CNW composites) were obtained by differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a DSC Q500 from TA Instruments. The specimens 

were tested over a cycle of heating/cooling/heating from 10 to 250 oC at a heating rate of 

10 oC/min in a nitrogen environment. The glass-rubber transition temperature (Tg) was 

established as the inflection point of the specific heat capacity while the melting 

temperature (Tm) was set as the peak temperature of melting endotherm. The DSC 

measurements were tested on three specimens from different regions of each set of films 

to ensure the accuracy of measurements and the homogeneity of samples. 

Likewise, the phase transition temperatures in the pure collagen and the COL-

CNW composite during the release of internal moisture were studied by using a 

differential scanning calorimetry (TA Instruments DSC Q500). The specimens were 

initially left in the air in order to obtain stable hydrogels, where the excess moisture was 

released from the surface of the samples. Then, the DSC measurements were carried out 

under a nitrogen atmosphere taking samples of small weight (5 mg) in the sealed cells 

and an empty cell for the reference over a cycle of heating/ cooling/heating in the 

temperature range of 10 to 250 OC with a heating rate of 10 OC/min. The melting 

temperature (Tm) was taken as the peak temperature of the melting endotherm. To ensure 
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the accuracy of the measurements and the homogeneity of the samples, the experiments 

were completed using three different specimens from each set of the fabricated 

hydrogels. 

 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

The weight loss and the thermal stability of CAP-CNW composites were 

measured by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) using a TGA Q50 from TA Instruments. 

The samples were heated from 40 oC up to 600 oC at a heating rate of 10 oC/min, under an 

argon atmosphere. The TGA measurements were tested on three specimens from 

different regions of each set of CAP-CNW films to ensure the accuracy of measurements 

and the homogeneity of the samples. 

Similarly, the weight loss and thermal decomposition of the CNWs, as well as the 

fabricated COL-CNW hydrogels, were measured during the temperature scans by using a 

thermogravimeter (TA Instruments TGA Q50). The samples of small weight were 

initially dried at room temperature in order to eliminate the surface moisture and to 

monitor the stability of the specimens. Then, the dried samples were heated from 30 oC 

up to 600 oC at a heating rate of 10 oC/min under a nitrogen atmosphere. All TGA scans 

were carried out on three different samples of both the pure collagen and the COL-CNW 

composites from separate regions to confirm the accuracy and homogeneity of the 

measurements.   
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2.2.4 Biocompatibility Study  

Cell Culture Assay  

The pure collagen and the COL-CNW composites were first cut into small pieces 

of few microns in dimensions. Then, the samples were sterilized in 70% alcohol under 

ultraviolet irradiation for an hour followed by rinsing in distilled water for about 30 

minutes to remove the alcohol. Further, the samples were three times washed in 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for a 15-minute cycle. Likewise, an aggregate of human-

bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) was prepared following the 

method described by Vernon and Sage (86) and with modifications done by Xue and 

Greisler (87). The MSC aggregate was then placed at the top of the pretreated hydrogel 

samples and supported with a woven nylon ring. The fibrin gel (FG) of 150 µL was then 

placed on top of the nylon ring to cover the entire surface of the ring/ gel/ cells, and it 

was allowed for 1 minute to polymerize while entrapping the cell aggregate. Immediately 

afterward, the ring was inverted and covered with another 150 µL of FG to create a 

sandwich of cell aggregate. Following the gel polymerization, the formed disk was 

carefully placed into 24-well plates filled with the growth factor assay media. Finally, the 

samples were incubated at 37oC and 5% CO2 for 24 hours prior to microscopy imaging. 

 

Biocompatibility Analysis  

The invasion and growth of human-bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal stem 

cells (MSCs) were observed using a digital optical microscope, ZEISS at different 

magnifications. To ensure the accuracy of the biocompatibility measurements and the 

nontoxic homogeneity of the specimens, the images were taken from the three different 
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sampling locations in both the pure collagen and the COL-CNW composites. Likewise, 

the nuclei of the sprouted MSCs were counterstained with DAPI and imaged using a 

phase-contrast microscope in order to capture the cell growth as the density of the stained 

nuclei increased within the frame of an image.  
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CHAPTER 3 

FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF CELLULOSE 

NANOWHISKERS   

 

The chapter describes the fundamental steps of CNW synthesis, and it discusses 

the characterization of CNWs with respect to nanostructure and microstructure, using 

atomic force microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and scanning electron 

microscopy.  

 

3.1 Fabrication of Cellulose Nanowhiskers 

An aqueous suspension of cellulose nanowhiskers was prepared by extraction 

from a microcrystalline cellulose cotton linter precursor through a multistage process as 

discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1. Then, the colloidal suspension of CNW phase in an 

aqueous solution and their freeze-drying dispersion were followed as described 

previously (Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1) and characterized in details next. 

 

3.2 Characterization of Cellulose Nanowhiskers 

The structure, morphology, and distribution of CNWs nanocrystals in an aqueous 

suspension directly from the dialysis tubes and in an acetone suspension upon dispersion 

from the freeze-dryer were investigated as described in detail next.  
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3.2.1 CNW Morphology and Topography 

The morphology and dimension scale of the cellulose nanowhiskers extracted 

from sulfuric acid hydrolysis of cottonseed linters were probed using an atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). Using Nanoscope software the size of the CNWs was measured from 

the height distribution of nanowhiskers assuming a minimal broadening effect due to the 

AFM tip scanning. The average size of the CNW particles in their aggregated bundles 

was in the range of 500 nm to 1 µm in length and 10-50 nm in diameter, as shown in 

Figure 3.1. These values were in agreement with the dimensions reported in the literature 

using the same cellulosic material subjected to similar processing conditions (35, 88). 

However, it is not possible to fabricate CNWs all in the same size where the wide 

distribution of the CNW dimensions corresponds to the diffusion-controlled nature of the 

acid hydrolysis (88).    
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Figure 3.1 (A) AFM images of the morphology of cellulose nanowhiskers that were 
obtained by drying their aqueous suspension. (B) Higher resolution AFM images of the 
cellulose nanowhiskers, depicting in more intimate detail the interactions among them in 
an aqueous solution. 

 

Researchers have found that the dimension scale of particles, as well as their 

specific topography, is of great importance in the design of nanocomposite scaffolds, 

where needle-shaped particles showed an increase in the cell differentiation profile 

compared with rod and spherical shaped particles (9). Perhaps the needle-like structure of 

our synthesized CNWs, along with their nano-sized dimension shown in Figure 3.2, 

could increase the potential application of the fabricated hydrogel nanocomposite for 

further scaffolding in tissue engineering.   
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Figure 3.2 AFM images of two-dimensional and three-dimensional height maps 
presenting the morphology and topography of the needle-like cellulose nanowhiskers, 
which they were hydrolyzed from cottonseed linter microcrystalline cellulose precursor 
and were suspended in an aqueous solution. 

 

3.2.2 CNW Colloidal Suspension   

Cellulose nanocrystals are generally insoluble in common solvents, which leads 

them to form a colloidal suspension when placed in an aqueous medium (35). The 

stability of these suspensions depends on the dimensions of the dispersed particles, the 

particle polydispersity, and the particle surface charge (35). Researchers have found that 

the surface charge introduced during the acid treatment of CNWs can directly control the 

whisker-whisker interactions, the rheological behavior of their suspensions, and the 

stability of their colloids (89). For example in sulfuric acid (H2SO4)-treated cellulose, the 

formation of sulfonic groups (SO3
-2) on the surface of the CNW particles results in a 

negatively charged surface above the acidic pH (89, 90). Thus, the anionic CNW surfaces 

in the H2SO4-treated cellulose, in contrast to the hydrochloric acid (HCl)-treated 

cellulose, give rise to electrostatic repulsion, which stabilizes the CNW colloidal 

suspension and controls subsequent aggregation driven by hydrogen bonding (89, 90). In 

fact, the formation of stable colloids without introduction of strong acid groups is a novel 
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phenomenon in the H2SO4-treated cellulose. It introduces a non-thixotropic behavior in 

the CNWs and their surface charge properties, leading to an acceptable level of CNW 

dispersion in aqueous as well as organic media (89, 90). The SEM images in Figure 3.3 

confirm the presence of our stable colloidal suspension of H2SO4-treated cellulose in an 

aqueous solution where the samples were collected directly from the dialysis tubes.    

 

Figure 3.3 SEM images of the aggregation of cellulose nanowhiskers in form of stable 
colloidal suspension in an aqueous solution at different magnifications.  

 

 

3.2.3 CNW Dispersion   

The successful extraction of CNW fillers from different sources of cellulose and 

their subsequent uniform dispersion within a host matrix does not always lead to the 

formation of a cellulosic nanocomposite with the desired chemical and physical 

properties. Poor fiber-dispersion generally increases the probability of gas entrapment 

and air bubble formation while adversely introducing a gradient of nanowhisker 

concentration within the medium. This ultimately reduces the intended performance of 

the system. This in fact has introduced a major problem in the mass production of 

cellulose-based nanocomposite, where significant aggregation of CNWs due to strong 
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inter-particle affinity has limited their industrial application. As such the processing 

method plays a significant role in the adhesion properties of filler-filler and filler-matrix 

interactions during the fabrication of cellulosic nanocomposites (35, 91). This was also 

the case in our previous study (70).   

The tight agglomeration of CNWs and their strong affinity for one another, the 

presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding within the cellulose chains, and a strong 

hydrophilic interaction in between the cellulose chain layers were clearly obvious from 

the AFM image in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 as well as from the SEM image in Figure 3.3. 

However, freeze-drying the CNWs and pre-dispersing them in an acetone suspension 

prior to mixing with the CAP or COL clearly reduced the intermolecular forces between 

the individual strands of cellulose and controlled the degree of agglomeration, resulting 

in favorable whisker-whisker interaction. This technique notably changed the aggregation 

behavior of the CNWs while preserving the nature of the nanowhiskers without using 

toxic chemicals. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 display the dispersion of CNWs as seen using 

ESEM imaging at low voltage; this confirms that the nanowhiskers are separated by the 

disruption of intermolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions while the CNW network 

remains intact within the suspension. The average size of the dispersed nanocrystals, 

inferred from the TEM images, was approximately the same as that observed in the AFM 

images. It is worth noting that our ESEM microscopy was limited by the immediate 

degradation of CNWs at a higher magnification, with the high-energy electron sending 

off from the SE2 detector hitting the CNW surface. This phenomenon also limited the 

subsequent observation of the individual whiskers at the nanoscale.  
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Figure 3.4 Transmission electron micrograph from a freeze-dried/pre-dispersed sample 
of cellulose nanowhiskers. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 TEM image of the freeze-dried and pre-dispersed cellulose nanowhiskers in 
acetone prior to the fabrication of the nanocomposite materials. 
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3.3 Summary and Future Directions 

The cellulose nanowhiskers were prepared using an acid hydrolysis, and were 

freeze-dried and dispersed prior to being embedded into the biopolymer matrices. The 

carbohydrate- and protein-based nanocomposites were then fabricated as discussed in 

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively.   
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CHAPTER 4 1 

FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A BIO-INSPIRED 

CARBOHYDRATE-BASED NANOCOMPOSITE REINFORCED WITH CNWs  

 

This chapter discusses the impact of processing methods on the final performance 

of a carbohydrate-based nanocomposite reinforced with CNWs. Also, the mechanical and 

thermal properties of the nanocomposite are investigated with respect to increasing 

volume fraction of CNWs. Careful control of the CNW dispersion within the biopolymer 

matrix resulted in a significant system enhancement at a small amount of nanofiller 

concentration. Finally, theoretical mechanical models were also investigated and 

compared with the experimental results, predicting the percolation of CNWs within the 

biopolymer matrix.   

 

4.1 Fabrication of the Cellulose Acetate Propionate- Cellulose Nanowhisker 

Composite 

An aqueous suspension of cellulose nanowhiskers was obtained using the 

fabrication method discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1. The CNW suspension was then 

freeze-dried prior to mixing with the cellulose acetate propionate matrix in order to form 

the CAP-CNW composite. Different processing techniques were applied using methods 

described in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2 in order to study the effect of fabrication methods 

                                                
1 The content of this chapter is mainly based on our journal article published in "Polymer" and 
our book chapter in "Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg". 
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on the final performance of the CAP-CNW composite as the nanowhiskers were 

incorporated within the semi-crystalline CAP medium and discussed in details next. 

 

4.2 Characterization of the Cellulose Acetate Propionate- Cellulose Nanowhisker 

Composite 

The structure, morphology, and distribution of the CNWs within the CAP matrix 

and the mechanical/thermal properties of the CAP-CNW composites were studied by a 

variety of techniques as described in this section. 

 

4.2.1 Microstructure of the CAP-CNW Composite 

In general, it is well known that the fabrication technique and the experimental 

conditions have a direct impact on the microstructural behavior of a nanocomposite with 

the subsequent effect on its final performance, mechanically and thermally. In a CNW-

based composite, these parameters strongly affect the topological dispersion of 

nanowhiskers and hence the final properties of the composite (35). A poor fiber-

dispersion generally increases the probability of gas entrapment and air bubble formation 

while adversely introduces a gradient of nanowhisker concentration within the medium, 

which ultimately reduces the intended mechanical and thermal performance of the 

composite. Therefore, the pre-dispersion of our nanowhiskers in acetone within a 

controlled evaporation temperature during the fabrication (as described in Section 2.1.2) 

introduced a homogeneous suspension and a uniform surface feature at different CNW% 

by weight.  The applied method notably reduced the formation of inhomogeneous regions 

such as air bubbles, while also inhibited the CNW flocculation during the nanocomposite 
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fabrication. As a matter of a fact, the strong affinity of cellulose not only to itself but also 

to other hydroxyl containing material along with the control over mixing the two have 

established an efficient inter-molecular bonding between CNW and CAP fibers with no 

indication of nanofiller agglomeration as it was evidenced from the SEM images in 

Figure 4.1. Similarly, the homogenous dispersion of the CNW filler phase within the 

CAP medium was also tested by the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of different 

regions of the cast films as later described in Section 4.2.3. The smooth TGA profiles of 

our fabricated nanocomposites with no indication of a separate degradation stage 

suggested the successful grafting of CNWs within the host CAP matrix. We believe that 

the quality of the CNW dispersion and their favorable interactions have a significant role 

in the formation of a three-dimensional percolating as shown in Figure 4.1 and discussed 

in details in Section 4.2.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 SEM images of the dispersion of CNWs within the CAP medium at 3% by 
weight at two different magnifications. 

 

In principle, cells in a human body exist in a nano-featured environment consist of 

complex mixture of pores, ridges, and ECM fibers (24). Nano-sized components have a 

larger number of binding sites available to the cell membrane surface receptors (18, 23), 
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and hence promote a higher degree of interactions with cellular membrane proteins, 

resulting in the enhancement of cell adhesion. Indeed, the SEM images of the CAP-CNW 

composite materials shown in Figure 4.2 indicated the presence of such a nano-scale 

morphology.  

 

 

Figure 4.2 Cross-sectional SEM images of the fibrous architecture of CAP-CNW 
composites at 0.2% by weight of nanofiller concentration at two different magnifications. 

 

It is also worth mentioning that the processing technique has a leading role in the 

progress of porosity within a composite system. In our CAP-CNW composite, the 

possible source of porosity and its growth come from both the removal of entrapped 

water during the freeze-drying of CNWs and the evaporation of acetone solvent in the 

mixture of CNW with CAP matrix prior to the film formation. Nevertheless, the negative 

effect of the porosity growth on the mechanical performance of a system represents a 

major dilemma in composite science, which needs to be effectively controlled. In general, 

an increase in the aspect ratio and volume fraction of the reinforcing agent tends to 

increase the porosity content in a fabricated composite. To observe the porosity in our 

designed systems and to ensure their uniformity for the subsequent mechanical analysis, 

SEM images were obtained from the cast films at different filler concentrations. These 
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images essentially suggested the same diameter range for the distributed pores and a 

weak dependence on the whisker weight percent (Figure 4.3). This observation then 

justified the comparison of the experimental results at different filler volume fractions as 

later discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 SEM images of the macroporous CAP-CNW composites at: (A) 0.2% by 
weight and (B) 9% by weight of nanofiller concentrations. 

 

Furthermore, the principal requirements, such as mass-transport for cell nutrition, 

open channels for cell migration, and surface features for cell attachment promote the 

formation of a porous landscape in the design of a bio-scaffold (92). A controlled porous 

structure allows the diffusion of fluids and gases deep into the material, encouraging cell 

seeding throughout, in order to form and regenerate new tissue (93). Likewise, a porous 

landscape could effectively alter the biological functioning of the material by providing a 

balance between the temporary mechanical/chemical stability of the scaffold and the 

effective mass transport of the cultured cells. The 3D aggregates of our small-sized pores 

in Figure 4.4 represented the potential capability of our uniform porous assembly to 

create a viable cell migration site for further tissue regeneration (assuming the average 
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dimension of a porous scaffold that would be relevant for the capture and migration of 

epithelial cells is in the range of 2 – 6 µm). 

 

 

Figure 4.4 SEM images of the CAP-CNW composite, illustrating the porous structure of 
the biomaterial with 0.2% weight of nanowhiskers at two different magnifications. 

 

According to the theory of contact guidance (94, 95), the maximum probability 

for the migration of a cell in a preferred direction depends on the chemical, structural and 

mechanical properties of the scaffold (25). For example, electrospun nano-fibrous 

scaffolds offer a better cell-adhesion medium in the direction of the aligned fibers 

throughout the volume, and also induce a notable increase in the rates of cell proliferation 

(24, 25, 30, 96). In cellulose, the magnetic susceptibility of the individual C-C, C-O, C-H, 

and O-H bonds in the D-glucose monomers and their relative orientation in the crystal 

can effectively induce the alignment of cellulose nanowhiskers in the perpendicular 

direction to the applied external magnetic field (56). Also, the ester groups at the surface 

of the CNWs resulting from the sulfuric acid hydrolysis can assist in their magnetic 

orientation (35). The cross-sectional SEM images of the CAP-CNW nanocomposites, 

shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, illustrate the impact of the nanocrystal alignment on 

the morphology of the nanocomposite that has been exposed to a homogenous magnetic 
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field of 0.3 T. Hence, the ability to orient the cellulose nanocrystals by subjecting them to 

a weak external magnetic field could potentially provide an important design tool to 

influence and control the morphology of the nanocomposites, and thus improve the 

response of the cultured cells in the direction of the aligned CNWs within the bio-

engineered scaffold (30). 

 

 

Figure 4.5 SEM images of CAP-CNW composites containing 0.2% by weight of 
nanowhiskers: (A) a non-oriented microstructure and (B) an oriented morphology 
resulting from exposure to a homogenous magnetic field of 0.3T. 

 

 

Figure 4.6 SEM images of a cross-section of the magnetically aligned CAP-CNW 
composite containing 0.2 wt.% cellulose nanowhiskers at two different magnification, A 
(x1000) and B (x10000) where H represents the direction of the magnetic field. 
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4.2.2 Mechanical Properties of the CAP-CNW Composite 

The mechanical performance of micro/nanocomposites under specified working 

conditions depends well on major parameters including the morphology and geometry of 

the constituents, the concentration/volume fraction of each phase, the mechanical 

properties of the composing phases; the distribution of the phases as well as their relative 

positioning, and finally the quality of the interface between the fillers and the host matrix. 

As a special class of nanocomposites, CNW-based composites and the parameters 

affecting their mechanical properties have been investigated, among others, by (35, 97, 

98). Based on the morphology and the microstructure of the CAP-CNW composites 

investigated in the previous section, first the experimental tensile tests were performed on 

a nonlinear range. Then, by using three distinct multiscale homogenization schemes, the 

effective mechanical properties of the nanocomposites were theoretically estimated and 

compared with the experimental results as described next. 

 

4.2.2.1 Experimental Tensile Tests   

The tensile tests of the CAP-CNW composites were performed at 37 oC (body 

temperature) on samples with varying filler concentrations and on samples obtained via 

different processing techniques at a fixed concentration. These latter samples consisted of 

0.2 wt.% CNWs that were combined with the polymer by one of the following three 

methods: (1) The direct mixing of the freeze-dried CNWs with the CAP solution, (2) The 

pre-dispersion of CNWs in the acetone suspension followed by mixing with the CAP 

solution, and (3) The orientation of the pre-dispersed CNWs under an externally-applied 

magnetic field of about 0.3 T in an acetone suspension containing CAP. The notable 
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advantages and enhanced properties of nanocomposites, in which nanoparticles in 

general, and cellulose-based nanoparticles in particular were magnetically aligned by the 

application of an external field, have been well documented (56-58). The alignment of 

the CNWs introduced anisotropy in nanocomposites resulting in considerable differences 

in the storage modulus between the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field and that 

parallel to the magnetic field (59, 60). Thereby, the experimental tensile tests in this study 

were performed in the transverse direction to the applied magnetic field as shown in 

Figure 4.6. 

 

4.2.2.1.1 Mechanical Performance of the CAP-CNW composite obtained by different 

processing methods at a fixed CNW concentration of 0.2 wt.% 

 

The general observation from all the three applied techniques was that the 

processing method had a direct impact on the morphological characteristics of the CNWs 

and the manner by which they resided within the host matrix, and ultimately, on the 

mechanical performance of the nanocomposite system as a whole (35). The stress vs. 

strain behavior of the CAP-CNW composites generated from classical tensile tests is 

shown in Figure 4.7A and the calculated mechanical properties are summarized in Table 

4.1. Clearly, dispersing the CNWs in the CAP solution and subsequently aligning them 

using an externally-applied magnetic field resulted the enhancement in the mechanical 

properties of the nanocomposite (considerably in the ultimate strain and moderately in the 

modulus). This significant improvement was most likely due to the prevention of the 
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whisker agglomeration and as a result, a better filler/matrix interfacial contact and 

interaction.  

 

4.2.2.1.2 Mechanical Performance of the CAP-CNW composite obtained by pre-

dispersion at different CNW concentrations 

 

For the best composite performance, there generally exists an optimum filler 

concentration that depends on the nature of the host matrix, matrix/filler interactions and 

filler/filler inter-connectivity. To obtain this optimum value for our nanocomposite 

system, the tensile tests were conducted on samples having 1, 3, 6, and 9 wt.% of 

whiskers, and were created by the pre-dispersed processing technique in order to reduce 

the negative effect of undesired fiber agglomeration (method 2 described previously). In 

order to ensure the validity of the comparisons among the various mechanical property 

results based on our previous work (71), the pore distribution in these different films was 

ascertained as well (Figure 4.3). 

The results summarized in Figure 4.7B and Table 4.1 indicated a considerable 

enhancement in both tensile modulus and ultimate tensile strength of the nanocomposites 

whose filler concentration was up to about 3 wt.%. However, for samples with 

nanowhisker concentrations higher than 3 wt.%, a substantial decrease in the tensile 

performance was observed. Based on our previous study (71), we believe that the 

formation of a rigid percolating network of the CNWs within the host matrix introduced 

an unusual stiffening effect on the cellulose-based nanocomposite at the low filler content 

below 3 wt.%  and above the percolation threshold. Nevertheless, the likelihood of the 
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presence of filler agglomeration, due to the strong hydrogen bonding interactions among 

the nanowhiskers with the increase in their concentrations, could further explain the 

degradation of tensile performance as observed in nanocomposites with higher CNW 

contents (6 and 9 wt.%). 

 

Figure 4.7 True stress vs. true strain curves of the CAP-CNW composites obtained from 
classical tensile tests at body temperature (37 oC).  (A) For different processing 
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techniques at a fixed 0.2 wt.% CNWs (B) at different whisker volume fractions using the 
pre-dispersed technique (method 2). 
 
 

Table 4.1 Results from tensile measurements for samples prepared by different 
processing methods and for samples having various nanowhisker concentrations. 

Filler Content  
(wt.%) 

Tensile Strength  
(MPa) 

Strain at Break 
(mm/mm)  

Elastic Modulus 
 (MPa) 

0 2.9 ± 0.6 0.020 ± 0.002 200 ± 22 

0.2 (Not-Disp) 3.4 ± 0.8 0.021 ± 0.007 180 ± 31 

0.2 (Disp) 3.8 ± 0.3 0.022 ± 0.004 225 ± 18 

0.2 (Disp-Aligned)  5.2 ± 0.4 0.031 ± 0.007 375 ± 17 

1 8.1 ± 0.7 0.044 ± 0.007 341 ± 18 

3 8.7 ± 1.2 0.048 ± 0.006 456 ± 19 

3 (Disp-Aligned) 7.9 ± 1.5 0.050 ± 0.008 462 ± 24 

6 4.6 ± 0.7 0.021 ± 0.003 410 ± 24 

9 4.1 ± 0.5 0.019 ± 0.004 365 ± 33 

 

Based on the considerable effect that the application of a weak magnetic field had 

on the properties of the nanocomposites with only 0.2 wt.% CNWs, we believe that the 

mechanical performance (both modulus and strength) of our system having a filler 

content higher than 0.2 wt.% can also be further enhanced through the alignment of the 

nanofibers with a magnetic field higher than 0.3 T. In fact, a stronger magnet (56, 59), 

would be necessary for the nanocomposites with CNWs above 0.2 wt.% where the 

combined effect of the high fraction of CNWs would prevent such an orientation under a 

weak magnetic field. Moreover, the effect of fiber alignment on mechanical properties at 

the lower concentration of 0.2 wt.% was closely comparable to that observed for samples 

having the optimized concentration of nanowhiskers at 3 wt.%, albeit in the absence of a 

magnetic alignment, as is evident from the tensile moduli shown in Figure 4.8 and 
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highlighted in Table 4.1. Given this fact, we conclude that the rearrangements of the 

nanoparticles due to the magnetic alignment could potentially introduce a favorable 

filler/filler interaction, avoiding the possible adverse effect of their aggregation, while at 

the same time readily provide a better interfacial adhesion with the host matrix. This 

could also effectively change the amount of optimal concentration of the fillers, which in 

our study was predicted to be 3% by weight of CNWs (70). 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Comparison in the elastic moduli of the CAP-CNW composites for samples 
containing 0.2 and 3% by weight of nanowhiskers that were either isotropic or aligned 
under an externally-applied magnetic field. 
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4.2.2.2 Theoretical Mechanical Modeling 2 

To ensure the accuracy of our experimental data and to predict the effective 

mechanical properties of the CNW-based composites at low filler content, the multiscale 

homogenization schemes such as the mean field theory, the percolation method, and the 

upper bound solution were investigated in this study assuming a perfect bonding exists 

between the fillers and the matrix. 

 

4.2.2.2.1 Mean Field Theory   

The theoretical Halpin-Kardos mean field approach has been extensively applied 

in order to predict the elastic behavior of composites with short and discontinuous fibers 

(35, 99-102). This model is intended to illustrate the strong stiffening effect of the 

crystalline phase in a polymeric medium based on the morphological geometry of the 

individual crystallites and their distribution in space but not much on the extended inter-

crystallite interactions (100). This system, exhibiting a heterogeneous anisotropic 

material with the reinforcing inclusions in random orientations and asymmetrical 

geometry, can then be treated as a laminated solid (99, 103). In terms of lamination 

theory, such a solid is mathematically equivalent to an arrangement of n plies where the 

unidirectional fibers within each ply are parallel to one another and the plies are oriented 

in an angle of (𝜋 𝑛) with respect to one another (100). Two such laminates fabricated 

from thin plies with the unidirectional short fibers oriented in (00, +90, ±450, 90, 0) can 

nearly predict the properties of a material with a random homogeneous distribution 

                                                
2 The content of this section is mainly based on our journal article published in "Journal of the 
Mechanical Behavior of Biomedical Materials". 
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throughout its volume (100). The mechanical properties of such a thin ply based on the 

volumetric and geometric properties of the phases can be summarized from the 

micromechanics equations of Halpin-Tsai (100, 104) as follows:  

 

(i) The estimate of the composite stiffness in the longitudinal direction of fibers or 𝐸!!  

𝐸!!
𝐸!

=
1+ 𝜉𝜂𝑉!
1− 𝜂𝑉!

 

 

with 

𝜂 =   

𝐸!
𝐸!

− 1

𝐸!
𝐸!

+ 𝜉
  ,                𝜉 = 2(𝑙/𝑑) 

where 𝑉! is the fibers volume fraction,  𝐸! and 𝐸! respectively represent, the Young's 

modulus of the host matrix and the rigid filler in the longitudinal direction of fibers. 

 

(ii) The estimate of the in-plane shear modulus or 𝐺!" 

𝐺!"
𝐺!

=
1+ 𝜉𝜂𝑉!
1− 𝜂𝑉!

 

where 

𝜂 =   

𝐺!
𝐺!

− 1

𝐺!
𝐺!

+ 𝜉
  ,                𝜉 = 1 

 with 𝐺! and 𝐺! are the elastic shear moduli of the filler and the matrix, respectively. 
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(iii) The elastic stiffness of the composite in the perpendicular direction of fibers (𝐸!!) is 

estimated from section (i) with 𝐸! representing the fiber stiffness in the transverse 

direction and 𝜉 = 2 due to the effect of 𝐿 𝑑 = 1 in that direction. 

 

(iv) The Poisson's ratio or ν12 is approximately obtained from the rule of mixtures as 

𝜈!" ≅ 𝜈!𝑉! + 𝜈!𝑉! 

where 𝜈 and 𝑉 respectively represent the Poisson's ratio and the volume fraction of the 

filler (𝑓) and the matrix (𝑚). 

 

By considering the invariant behavior of the stiffness matrix for the laminated 

composite, the effective elastic properties then can be described as below: 

𝐸 =
4𝑈!(𝑈! − 𝑈!)

𝑈!
 

𝜈 =
(𝑈! − 2𝑈!)

𝑈!
 

𝐺 =   𝑈! 

where these invariant parameters 𝑈! are described in terms of the engineering constants 

of an orthotropic unidirectional ply material in a laminar system (100) as 

𝑈! =   
1
8   (3𝑄!! + 3𝑄!!   + 2𝑄!"   + 4𝑄!!) 

𝑈! =   
1
8   (𝑄!! + 𝑄!! − 2𝑄!"   + 4𝑄!!) 

with 

𝑄!! =   
𝐸!!

1− 𝜈!"𝜈!"
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𝑄!! =   
𝐸!!

1− 𝜈!"𝜈!"
 

𝑄!! =   𝜈!"𝑄!! =   𝜈!"𝑄!! 

𝑄!! =   𝐺!" 

 

In classical composite science, a minimal interaction between the reinforcing 

filler is desired to obtain a discrete distribution of fillers within a continuous medium. 

However, an opposite trend is observed in a composite reinforced by cellulose 

nanowhiskers. As the affinity between the filler and the host matrix increases, the 

hydrogen-bonding forces holding the CNWs together are interfered, which subsequently 

affect the mechanical percolation of nanofibers and their formation of a rigid network 

within the medium (98, 105). Therefore, the topological arrangement of nanofibers and 

their interactions play a significant role in the mechanical behavior of a CNW-based 

composite. Perhaps for this reason, the predicted values (97, 98, 106) from the Halpin-

Kardos model neglecting the filler/filler interactions would better describe the composite 

behavior in the glassy state than the rubbery phase where the majority of the composite 

stiffness is coming from the crystalline nanowhiskers and their interconnectivity. As a 

result, a homogenization scheme such as the percolation theory discussed next could 

better explain the unusual stiffening behavior of a CNW-based composite at low filler 

content where the spatial arrangement of CNWs and their interactions create a 3D rigid 

percolating network. 
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4.2.2.2.2 Percolation Method    

As a statistical-geometry theory, the percolation concept was first introduced by 

Broadbent and Hammersley in 1957 to formulate a simple stochastic model for a random 

distribution throughout a medium (107). As its main purpose, this technique studies the 

behavior of an incomplete set of interconnected elements and allows the transition from a 

local to an infinite communication state where the critical volume fraction or the 

percolation threshold separates the two phases (35). Perhaps, this theory can describe the 

behavior of a CNW-based composite where the high tendency of cellulose nanowhiskers 

to interconnect with one another by strong hydrogen bonding forms a rigid percolating 

platform and imparts an unusual mechanical stability at a low filler concentration. 

Motivated by this possibility, Quali et al. (108) extended the classical series-parallel 

model proposed by Takayanagi et al. (109) to describe the behavior of the nanocomposite 

by setting the percolating filler network in parallel with a series composed of the matrix 

and the non-percolating filler phase as illustrated in Figure 4.9.  
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Figure 4.9 Schematic representation of the series-parallel model for a CNW-based 
composite with ψ indicating the volume fraction of the percolating nanofiller phase; 
cellulose nanowhiskers. 

 

From this model, the effective elastic tensile modulus of the composite, 𝐸!  is then 

defined as: 

𝐸! =   
1− 2𝜓 + 𝜓𝑉! 𝐸!𝐸! +   (1− 𝑉!)𝜓𝐸!!

1− 𝑉! 𝐸! +   (𝑉! − 𝜓)𝐸!
 

where 𝑉!, 𝐸! and 𝐸! represent the fiber volume fraction, the moduli of the filler (rigid) 

and matrix (soft), respectively. In Quali et al. model, 𝜓 corresponds to the predicted 

volume fraction of the percolating rigid phase and participates in the load transfer 

throughout the medium (108). This adjustable parameter is given by 

  𝜓 = 0                                                                              ,𝑉! ≤   𝑉!!         

𝜓 = 𝑉!
𝑉! − 𝑉!!
1− 𝑉!!

!

                             ,𝑉! >   𝑉!!       
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where 𝑏 as the critical percolation exponent describes the network density with a 

universal value of 0.4 for a three-dimensional fiber system (110, 111). 𝑉!! refers to the 

critical volume fraction or the so-called percolation threshold, which depends on the 

aspect ratio of the rigid fillers and their distribution within the medium. For an assembly 

of rod-like CNW particles, the percolation threshold (𝑉!!) was derived from a numerical 

simulation described in (112) and presented as below to achieve a 3D geometrical 

percolation 

𝑉!! =   
0.7
𝐿 𝑑 

 

with L and d respectively represent the length and diameter of a fiber.  

 

In a cellulose-reinforced nanocomposite, the percolation theory was found to 

reasonably fit the experimental data where the high CNW surface area with numerous 

attached hydroxyl groups formed a percolating rigid network within the medium (97, 98, 

113-115). The data agreement was assumed to be even more satisfactory at a temperature 

above the composite glass transition where the stiffness of the matrix was almost 

negligible and the system stability mainly relied on the infinite aggregate of cellulose 

nanowhiskers.  

In our study, the basic calculation of the upper bound (Voigt model) and lower 

bound (Reuss model) from the following equations was also investigated to better assess 

the limits on our theoretical Halpin-Kardos and percolation models. 

Composite upper bound modulus: 

𝐸! =   𝑉!𝐸! + (1− 𝑉!)𝐸! 
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Composite lower bound modulus 

1
𝐸!

=
𝑉!
𝐸!
+
(1− 𝑉!)
𝐸!

 

where 𝑉!, 𝐸! and 𝐸! represent the fiber volume fraction, the moduli of the fiber and 

matrix, respectively. It is also worth noting that the concept of upper and lower bounds in 

general only establishes the necessary but not the sufficient conditions in the 

development of limits on theoretical models and data predictions (100). Additionally, by 

implying the volume fractions of voids/pores within the formulation, the lower-bound 

limit automatically gets removed from the comparisons.  

In our study, the comparisons between the theoretical and experimental tensile 

moduli as a function of CNW contents were plotted in Figure 4.10. In this graph, the 

experimental tensile modulus of the neat CAP matrix and the CAP-CNW composites at 

different filler concentrations was measured at body temperature (37 0C) where the fiber 

volume fractions considered the same as the fiber weight fractions due to the small 

density of the CNWs (𝜌 = 1.5). For the numerical analysis, the fiber aspect ratio was 

obtained from our TEM measurements. Other parameters such as tensile modulus of the 

neat matrix (E!) was derived from the initial slope of the stress-strain curve in Figure 

4.7B and homogenized upon measuring the volume fraction of voids existed in the 

texture of our nanocomposites. In order to obtain an accurate estimation of the porosity 

volume fractions, different regions of each nanocomposite film were selected and 

imported into a self-coded image processing software. Then, the voids and matrix were 

homogenized by the upper bound properties to introduce an effective tensile modulus 

using the techniques available in (116). From this analysis, the volume fraction of voids 
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was placed in the range from 12% to 14%, which were almost in agreement with the pore 

distribution illustrated in Figure 4.3. 

Likewise, the tensile moduli of the fibers (𝐸!) in the longitudinal and transverse 

directions were considered 150 and 15 GPa, respectively (35, 113, 117).  It is also worth 

mentioning that depending on the source of cellulose fibers, these values could change 

(112). Nevertheless, 𝐸! of different fiber sources did not appear to significantly change 

our numerical results hence the above values were taken in this study. Also, Poisson’s 

ratios of the nanofillers (𝜈!) and the matrix (𝜈!) were both considered 0.3 where the 

CNW fibers and CAP matrix represented a glassy behavior at body temperature from our 

DSC measurements described in the next section, Section 4.2.3 (70). 

 

 

Figure 4.10 The experimental vs. the predicted effective modulus from three different 
homogenization schemes with the fiber aspect ratio of f=60. 
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The results in Figure 4.10 indicated that the predicated values from the Halpin-

Kardos model seemed to better fit the experimental data below our optimum volume 

fractions (3 wt.%) while the percolation method was in a better agreement above this 

value. The discrepancy phenomenon observed here can be explained from the nature of 

our nanocomposites and the basic assumptions considered in both the Halpin-Kardos and 

percolation techniques.  

As it was reported in other studies (35, 113), the numerical values from the 

Halpin-Kardos model better predict the experimental data in the glassy state while tend to 

fail as the materials enter the rubbery phase. In this study, our tensile measurements were 

done at body 37 0C temperature which is much lower than the material glass transition 

(Tg =140 0C) measured from the DSC analysis in our previous study (70) and described 

next (Section 4.2.3). Therefore, a better agreement between our experimental data and 

our predicted value with the Halpin-Kardos model is in general expected below the 

composite glass transition. Also, the major assumption in the mean field theory of 

Halpin-Kardos is based on the short fiber distribution with no filler/ filler interactions. 

This could explain the overestimation of the predicted value in our study at higher fiber 

contents where the role of unfavorable filler/ filler interactions in the mechanical 

properties of the composite was significant and neglected in the Halpin-Kardos approach. 

From the Quali model depicted in Figure 4.9, the data from the percolation theory 

gets closer to the lower bound limit where the percolating rigid phase disappears and the 

non-percolating filler phase gets in a series with the matrix phase. Hence, the significance 

of the nanowhisker interaction comes into play as the CNWs reach the percolation 

threshold and introduce a continuous path throughout the medium. However, the 
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experimental threshold generally falls into a lower limit compared to the numerical one. 

This may be due to the basic assumption in the calculation of ψ where a mono-disperse 

CNW distribution is considered for simplicity and long nanofibers were not taken into 

account (112). Also, the presence of larger particles in the matrix material spread 

throughout the medium could increase the real domain available to the percolating fillers 

during the film formation leading to a lower percolation threshold (35, 112). Hence, these 

phenomenological behaviors could explain the higher elastic modulus observed from our 

experimental data at low filler content as opposed to the predicted ones from the 

percolation theory. In fact, based on our numerical calculation, the critical volume 

fraction occurs at 1.17 wt.% while the experimental results present the formation of a 

rigid filler network at less than 1 wt.% (Figure 4.10). 

Additionally, the statistical percolation theory assumes a systematic trend in the 

predicted modulus as the CNW contents are increased regardless of the variation in the 

length of nanowhiskers or their undesired interactions leading to non-uniform aggregates 

throughout the volume. This could describe the tensile behavior of our system above 6 

wt.% where the unfavorable whisker aggregations lead to a much lower mechanical 

performance while the percolation theory still predicted a larger stiffness compared to 3 

wt.%. It is also worth noting that the theory of percolation generally models the 

percolation geometry where a continuous path of elements in a medium is enough to 

create a percolating system. However, the analysis gets more complex when it comes to 

the mechanical percolation where not only the continuous linkage of the elements within 

the matrix but also the nature of the bond linking the elements is required to ensure the 

rigidity of the entire system (112). 
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According to the previous studies, the geometry of the fillers was also modified to 

better fit the experimental data (118). Such a modification could extend to the aspect ratio 

of nanowhiskers, which strongly affects the percolation threshold in a CNW-based 

composite (97, 119, 120). In order to better investigate this effect on our numerical 

prediction, different ranges of fiber aspect ratios were also considered in this work as 

illustrated in Figure 4.11. Similar to the previous result, the Halpin-Kardos model better 

fits the experimental data at lower filler content and at a reasonable fiber aspect ratio (f) 

below 100. In fact, a drastic change in the geometry of fiber at f =500 or 2500 put the 

predicted tensile modulus from the Halpin-Kardos model well above the experimental 

measurements (Figure 4.11A) while the opposite trend was observed in the results from 

the percolation theory (Figure 4.11B). In summary, we believe that a better consistency 

was observed with the percolation method indicating the formation of a three-

dimensional CNW network within the CAP host matrix. 
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Figure 4.11 The comparison of the theoretical models at different ranges of CNW aspect 
ratios (A) Halpin-Kardos (B) Percolation. 

 

As an important parameter in the design of a tissue engineered scaffold, the 

mechanical performance of a structure has a major role in integrating a three-dimensional 
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architecture hosting the cultured cells for their subsequent functions and growth (9, 121). 

An ideal scaffold as a structural component must offer a nurturing stable environment for 

cells to optimize the tissue growth while at the same time, withstand the exertion of 

mechanical stresses developed during the cellular activities. In our materials design, 

cellulose nanowhiskers with their high tendency to self-correlate through strong 

interactions upon the surface hydroxyl groups have introduced a load-bearing percolating 

network within the host matrix to offer an improved mechanical system. The 

considerable enhancement in the tensile behavior of our nanocomposite at 3 wt.% filler 

content (Figure 4.7B) is believed to be as a result of this three-dimensional CNW 

network illustrated in Figure 4.1. In particular, these results confirmed the dominant role 

of filler/filler interactions and nanowhisker percolation on the mechanical behavior of a 

CNW-based composite. We believe that our nanohybrid material with the enhanced 

mechanical properties at such low filler content could potentially offer a new perspective 

in the design of a stable mechanical scaffold in tissue engineering when compared to the 

mechanical properties of other natural tissues as illustrated in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12 Stress-strain behavior of the CAP-CNW composite by 3% weight of 
nanowhiskers was compared with that of natural connective tissues: tendon, ligament, 
and cornea (122). 

 

 

4.2.3 Thermal Properties of the CAP-CNW Composite 

Following the same fabrication protocol as previously discussed in section 4.2.2, 

the thermal performance of the CAP-CNW nanocomposites was also studied for samples 

with varying filler volume fractions and for samples obtained via different processing 

techniques at a fixed concentration. The samples studied consisted of 0.2% by weight of 

nanowhiskers that were combined with the matrix by direct mixing of the freeze-dried 

CNWs with the CAP solution, by pre-dispersion of the CNWs in acetone followed by 

mixing with the CAP solution, or by aligning the pre-dispersed CNWs in an externally-

applied magnetic field of about 0.3 T.  
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4.2.3.1 Thermal Behavior of the CAP-CNW composite with different processing methods 

at a fixed 0.2 wt.% CNW concentration  

The DSC thermograms for these different systems exhibit a melting endotherm 

peak (Tm) arising from the first heating cycle, and a glass-rubber transition (Tg) arising 

from the first cooling cycle and the second heating cycle. There was no indication of re-

crystallization of the nanocomposites upon cooling. Interestingly, these properties were 

nearly independent of the processing methods applied in this study, as summarized in 

Table 4.2. Similar results were also reported in other studies performed with CNW-

reinforced nanohybrid systems, regardless of the nature of the polymeric host matrix (35, 

123), with the exception of moisture-sensitive systems where the presence of water had a 

plasticizing effect on the Tg (124). Even though the sample processing method did not 

noticeably impact the Tg and Tm of the CAP-CNW composites, the thermo-gravimetric 

analysis (TGA) shown in Figure 4.13A illustrated a steady improvement in the thermal 

stability as the nanofibers became dispersed or aligned in an externally-applied magnetic 

field of 0.3T. The dispersion of the nanowhiskers and their orientation under an external 

magnetic field potentially induced a better interfacial interaction with the host matrix, 

leading to an enhanced thermal resistivity in the nanocomposites. 

 

4.2.3.2 Thermal Behavior of the CAP-CNW composite with different processing methods 

at a fixed 0.2 wt.% CNW concentrations 

The optimal concentration of the nanowhiskers required to fabricate a 

thermoplastic semicrystalline nanohybrid with outstanding thermal resistance was 

determined by probing the thermal performance of samples (prepared by the pre-
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dispersion of the CNWs in the common solvent followed by the mixing with the CAP 

solution) in which the concentration of the CNWs was varied from 0.2 wt.% to 1, 3, 6 

and 9 wt.%. DSC measurements, summarized in Table 4.2, show that there was no 

significant change observed in the glass-rubber transition temperature (Tg) and the 

melting temperature (Tm) as a function of increasing CNW content. However, a steady 

reduction in the enthalpy of fusion (ΔHf) occurred with the increase in the CNW 

concentrations, possibly due to the introduction of a barrier to the crystallization of the 

polymer matrix and a relative reduction in the crystallinity of the entire system. Similar 

results were also reported in other studies involving cellulose-based nanocomposites (35, 

123). 

TGA experiments were also performed to further study the sensitivity of the 

degradation temperature of the CAP-CNW composites as a function of nanowhisker 

concentration. To accurately capture this trend and better gauge the role of the CNWs in a 

semicrystalline composite system, the thermal properties of the pure CNWs were studied 

separately. The degradation of the pure CNWs exhibited a three stage weight loss profile, 

corresponding to the initial scission of the hydroxyl groups at about 150-200 oC, the 

depolymerization, dehydration, and decomposition of glycosyl units followed by the 

formation of a char at around 250-300 oC, and finally, the oxidation and breakdown of the 

char to lower molecular weight gaseous products above 325 oC (88, 90). However, the 

TGA thermograms of the nanocomposites, shown in Figure 4.13B, exhibited only a 

single thermal transition, regardless of the CNW content, fact which indicated that CNWs 

were homogeneously embedded into the CAP matrix. The actual degradation temperature 

increased with the increase in CNW concentrations of up to about 3 wt.%, but decreased 
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at higher filler concentrations due to a higher probability of nanowhisker aggregation and 

bundle formation, which may have prevented a homogenous distribution of the CNWs 

within the host matrix, as shown in Figure 4.13B and Table 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.13 TGA thermograms of the CAP-CNW composites for: (A) Samples prepared 
by different processing protocols at a fixed 0.2% by weight of CNW, and (B) Samples 
with different nanowhisker concentrations using the pre-dispersed processing method. 
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Table 4.2 DSC and TGA measurements of the thermal properties for the CAP-CNW 
composite samples with 0.2 wt.% CNW and prepared by different processing methods, 
and for samples with different nanowhisker concentrations taking the pre-dispersed 
fabrication protocol. 

Filler Content  
(%) 

Tg 
(oC) 

Tm 
(oC) 

ΔHf  
(J/g) 

Tdegradation  
(oC) 

Weight Loss  
(%) 

0 140.6 ± 0.3 194.5 ± 0.4 16.3 ± 0.4 335.7 ± 0.3 91 

0.2 (Not-Disp) 139.9 ± 0.4 194.6 ± 0.4 15.8 ± 0.8 309.2 ± 2.6 88 

0.2 (Disp) 139.8 ± 0.5 195.1 ± 0.2 16.0 ± 0.3 321.1 ± 0.5 92 

0.2 (Disp-Aligned) 140.4 ± 0.2 195.1 ± 0.6 16.1 ± 0.4 348.4 ± 0.8 92  

1 140.9 ± 0.1 195.2 ± 0.6 14.9 ± 0.2 326.7 ±0.7 90 

3 140.1 ± 0.1 195.7 ± 0.4 12.8 ± 0.2 343.9 ± 0.6 88  

6 140.1 ± 0.6 195.3 ± 0.5 10.4 ± 0.3 322.8 ± 0.5 87 

9 139.4 ± 0.1 195.5 ± 0.2 7.2 ± 0.9 316.8 ± 1.4 89 

 

The thermal stability of the CAP-CNW composite at a higher filler content could 

potentially be improved if the CNWs in the CAP matrix could be oriented in a magnetic 

field (similar to the samples with the lower filler content), albeit most likely at a higher 

strength than 0.3T. This will take advantage of the cooperative effect imparted to the 

composite by the oriented filler phase, and hence, since a low concentration of CNW has 

considerably enhanced the properties of the composite, a higher oriented filler phase 

could enhance these properties even further. At these higher CNW concentrations, the 

nanowhisker orientation could potentially introduce a favorable filler/filler interaction 

and inhibit the possible adverse effect of the nanowhisker aggregation, while at the same 

time, develop a better interfacial adhesion between the filler and the host polymer matrix.  

The biodegradation of a temporary scaffold has to proceed under a controlled 

pathway to prevent a potential structural breakdown of the biomaterial and the premature 
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failure of the system prior to the complete secretion of a native ECM by the cultured cells 

(29). Therefore, the enhanced mechanical functionality and thermal stability of the 

nanocomposites in the current study could add an advantage into the development of a 

stable platform material as a potential scaffold in the context of tissue engineering. 

 

4.3 Summary and Future Directions 

In this study, we have developed a bio-inspired carbohydrate-based 

nanocomposite comprised of cellulose nanowhiskers embedded and aligned in a cellulose 

acetate propionate matrix. When compared to non-biocompatible inclusions such as 

carbon nanotubes and Kevlar fillers, CNWs imparted significant strength and directional 

rigidity to the CAP-CNW composite even at 0.2% by weight of nanowhiskers. Similarly, 

a significant improvement in critical properties was observed when the CNWs were 

aligned in an externally-applied relatively weak magnetic field (0.3 T). Magnetically 

induced alignment not only improved the directionality and percolation limits of the 

nanoparticles within the medium, but also drastically lowered the optimum amount of 

CNWs required to obtain the best composite performance mechanically and thermally. 

Therefore, highly desirable properties can be induced in cellulose-based composites by 

modifying the processing methods, with potential use in scaffolding for tissue 

engineering application.  

Future direction of the current study could reflect on an investigation of the 

mechanical properties of the CAP-CNW composites in the longitudinal direction of the 

magnetic field in order to verify the alignment of the CNWs in the transverse direction to 

the magnetic field as claimed in literature and was discussed in Section 4.2.2.1. 
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Furthermore, our CAP-CNW designed system was too stiff yet brittle, and hence, would 

most likely not be suitable for its intended application as compared to other natural 

tissues (Figure 4.12). Therefore, to impart an enhanced ductility with the desired 

flexibility to the bio-scaffold material another biopolymer matrix is required, and the 

most natural choice has been collagen. As discussed in details in the next two chapters, 

the larger elasticity as well the viscous nature of the designed hydrogel bio-inspired 

nanocomposite could provide a much better scaffolding candidate for tissue engineering 

applications. 
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CHAPTER 5 3 

FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A BIO-INPIRED 

PROTEIN-BASED NANOCOMPOSITE REINFORCED WITH CNWs  

 

The focus of this chapter is to study the effect of the CNW increasing volume 

fraction on the mechanical and thermal properties of a hydrogel nanocomposite as CNWs 

are incorporated within a protein-based matrix. Rheological analyses, including 

oscillatory strain, time, and frequency sweep, were carried out to study the flow and 

deformation of the hydrogel nanocomposite subjected to oscillatory shear and to 

investigate the connection of the rheology results to the microstructure. Careful control of 

the processing conditions resulted in a viscoelastic hydrogel with a significant 

improvement in the system’s mechanical and thermal performance at a small amount of 

nanofiller content. A change in the paradigm of the hydrogel nanocomposite behavior 

mechanically and thermally, confirmed the formation of a three-dimensional rigid 

percolating network giving rise to an enhanced system performance at such low 

nanofiller concentration.    

 

5.1 Fabrication of the Collagen- Cellulose Nanowhisker Composite 

An aqueous suspension of cellulose nanowhiskers was obtained using the 

fabrication method described in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1. The CNW suspension was then 

freeze-dried prior to mixing with the collagen hydrogel in order to form the COL-CNW 

                                                
3 The content of this chapter is mainly based on a journal article accepted in the "IEEE Journal of 
Medical Imaging and Health Informatics" and another one to be submitted.  
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composite. Using the pre-dispersion technique explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.3, the 

microstructural, rheological and thermal behavior of the hydrogel nanocomposite were 

investigated as the nanowhiskers incorporated within the collagenous medium and 

discussed in details next. 

 

5.2 Characterization of the Collagen- Cellulose Nanowhisker Composite 

The structure, morphology, and distribution of the CNWs within the COL matrix 

and the rheological/thermal properties of COL-CNW composites were invesigated by a 

variety of techniques as described in this section. 

  

5.2.1 Microstructure of the COL-CNW Composite 

It is worth mentioning that the processing technique not only affects the inter-

whisker interactions but also the entire nanocomposite microstructure. SEM micrographs 

in Figure 5.1 showed the introduction of microporosity in the COL-CNW composite as it 

was subjected to different fabrication methods. The leading role in the progress of 

porosity in the nanocomposite material came from the removal of entrapped water during 

the freeze-drying of CNWs prior to mixing with the collagenous medium as well as the 

aftermath freeze-drying of the entire fabricated hydrogel as described in Chapter 2, 

Section 2.1.3. 

To design an ECM-like structure for tissue engineering, researchers have shown 

that the influence of the controlled porous media via the theory of contact guidance to 

control the cellular activities while they are secreting their own ECM (9, 10, 121). 

Leading requirements such as mass-transport for cell nutrition, porous channels for cell 
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migration, and surface features for cell attachment promote the necessity of a porous 

structure for substrate design (125). A feasible bio-scaffold candidate should possess 

porosity with the adequate pore size to favor cell adhesion, growth, and proliferation as 

well as to facilitate the diffusion of nutrients to and waste products from the implanted 

material (9, 126). For example, an external pore size as large as 30 µm in a microporous 

vascular prosthesis facilitated the rapid tissue ingrowth and lining of endothelial-like cells 

(92). The resulting formation of the desired pore structure is consequently relies on how 

well the fabrication method such as the freeze-drying technique is applied (127). Thus, 

our fabricated hydrogel nanocomposite possessing a microporous structure could 

promote the viability of the substrate for further cell culturing. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 SEM micrographs presenting the effect of processing methods in the 
microstructure of the fabricated cellulose-collagen hydrogel nanocomposite at 3 wt.% 
nanofiller: (A) at room temperature with no microporous landscape (B) Porous induced 
microstructure upon the hydrogel freeze-drying. 

 

At common ambient environmental conditions, cellulose will have at least a 

monomolecular layer and up to several associated molecular layers of water. The strong 

affinity of cellulose not only to itself but also to other hydroxyl containing materials 

established an efficient inter-molecular bonding between collagen fibers with no CNW 
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agglomeration as it was observed from the SEM images in Figure 5.2. This is in fact due 

to the applied pre-dispersion processing method (Chapter 2, Section 2.1.3), which had 

notably reduced the formation of the inhomogeneous regions such as air bubbles as well 

as inhibited the CNW flocculation during the nanocomposite fabrication. This was also 

verified by the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the different regions of the hydrogel 

as described in Section 5.2.3. The smooth TGA profiles of the fabricated nanocomposite 

with no indication of a separate degradation stage suggested the successful grafting and 

well separation of the CNWs within the collagenous host matrix. We believe that the 

quality of the CNW dispersion and their favorable interactions have a significant role in 

the formation of a three-dimensional percolating network as well as in the 

rheological/thermal behavior of the hydrogel nanocomposite as described next in 

Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 SEM micrographs showing the fibrous nature of the fabricated collagen-
cellulose hydrogel nanocomposite at 3% by weight of CNWs forming a three-
dimensional percolating network at different magnifications. 

 

Researches have shown that cells react to topography primarily because they 

encounter topographic structures continuously in their life within the body (17). Previous 
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studies have confirmed the reaction of different cell types to micro- and nano-topography 

even to features with as small as 10 nm height (128). As a matter of fact, the topography 

of a substrate material has an important signaling modality in controlling cell functions 

such as changes in shape, differentiation and adhesion through the biophysical cell 

mechanism (129, 130). As an example, human corneal epithelial cells (ECs) appeared to 

elongate and align along the patterns of grooves and ridges in a rough substrate with the 

feature dimensions as small as 70 nm, whereas ECs were mostly round on a smooth 

substrate (131). As it was also reported, the differentiation of human mesenchymal stem 

cells was much stimulated on a nanoscale topographic disorder than on a highly-ordered 

substrate mostly due to the generation of anisotropic stresses (9, 132). From culmination 

of such design, it seems that the fibrous porous morphology along with the micro and 

nano-topographic disorder observed in our COL-CNW composite (Figure 5.1 and Figure 

5.2) could potentially introduce a feasible substrate for scaffolding in tissue engineering. 

 

5.2.2 Mechanical Properties of the COL-CNW Composite 

As a well-known technique, shear test has been applied in previous studies to 

measure the viscoelastic properties of hydrated collagen gel as well as to correlate the 

results with the corresponding microstructural arrangement (133-135). In this work, to 

find the optimum amount of nanofiller phase for the best composite performance, a 

similar trend of CNW weight percent of 1, 3, 6, and 9 was considered like the previous 

study in Chapter 4, and by taking the pre-dispersion processing technique. Furthermore, 

different oscillatory shear tests along with a step-by-step rheology analysis were carried 

out to investigate the flow and deformation of the COL-CNW composites subjected to 
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increasing CNW% by weight under specific conditions. First, an amplitude sweep over a 

strain range was probed at different frequencies in order to obtain the linear viscoelastic 

region (LVR) in both neat collagen and COL-CNW composites. Then, a time-dependent 

study was performed on hydrogel materials through running an oscillatory time sweep 

while deforming the materials in their LVR. Finally, the dynamic mechanical spectra of 

the fabricated hydrogels were studied by using a frequency sweep under an oscillatory 

shear subjected to the maximum strain amplitude of the pre-determined LVR.  

 

5.2.2.1 Oscillatory Strain Sweep   

When a material is subjected to a small or sufficiently slow deformation, the 

molecular arrangements over the volume of the material are never far from equilibrium 

(136, 137). The mechanical response of the material then is just a reflection of the 

dynamic processes which occur at the molecular level and constantly continue even in an 

equilibrium system (136, 137). This region is typically called the domain of linear 

viscoelasticity where the linear stress-strain dependence describes the material behavior 

as a single function of time. As a result, finding the range of LVR in a material and 

measuring the corresponding properties typically provide a bridge in filling the gap 

between the molecular structure and the performance of the material at the macroscopic 

level.  

In order to determine the LVR in our hydrogel materials, an amplitude strain 

sweep was carried out on samples subjected to an oscillatory shear strain of maximum 

amplitude γ and angular frequency ω. The results of the oscillatory shear stress as a 

function of time can be separated into in-phase and out-of-phase components where they 
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are respectively related to the elastic or storage modulus (G') and the viscous or loss 

modulus (G'') as the material undergoes deformation (138, 139). The dependence of G' 

and G'' on γ for the hydrogel materials, the pure collagen and the COL-CNW composites, 

was tested at different angular frequency range of 0.1, 1, and 10 rad/sec.  

As an example, a comparison between the pure collagen and the COL-CNW 

composite at 3% by weight of nanowhiskers were completed and illustrated in Figure 5.3. 

The higher the frequency of deformation, the smaller the LVR was spotted in both 

hydrogel systems where the materials had shorter time to store energy (similar trend was 

also observed for the G'' data but not shown for a better graphic representation). 

However, the much shorter LVR at the higher frequency was immediately captured in the 

COL-CNW composite as opposed to that of in the neat collagen. This is due to the CNW 

entanglement within the collagenous medium resulting in a much shorter time for the 

nanocomposite to store energy at the higher frequency. It is also worth mentioning that 

the LVR observed in our fabricated neat collagen was in agreement with the strain-sweep 

data reported in previous studies (139-141). However, the higher G' observed in our 

collagen hydrogel compared to their observations was due to the higher concentration of 

collagen fibers in diluted acetic acid considered in our study as opposed to the lower 

concentration taken in theirs.  
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Figure 5.3 Frequency dependence of elastic shear modulus in an oscillatory strain sweep 
to obtain the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) of: (A) Pure collagen (B) COL-CNW 
composite at 3wt.% nanowhisker. 
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Since the longer the LVR the higher structural stability a material would exhibit, 

the frequency ω and the critical strain γ were respectively considered 0.1 (rad/s) and less 

than 10% in this study. These values were selected to ensure the linearity of the analysis 

in the LVR and to extend the material's stability while keeping the structure intact with 

no rupture as it was agitated upon shearing. Similarly, the nonlinearity of the hydrogels 

above 10% strain was believed to occur due to the breaking and reforming of the physical 

bonding (non-covalent) within the gel materials at higher strains with an apparent 

decrease in the elastic modulus. The results from the strain-sweep test for the pure 

hydrogel and the COL-CNW composite at 3 wt.% as an example were represented in 

Figure 5.4 with the corresponding measurements summarized in Table 5.1. Below the 

critical strain, the G' > G'' indicated the presence of a highly structured arrangement with 

solid-like behavior whereas increasing the strain above its critical value disrupted the 

material network structure and reduced the shear moduli with a progressive indication of 

more fluid-like phenomenon. The G' and G'' for both materials displayed very little strain 

dependence below 10% shear strain with a subsequent small strain-induced stiffening 

prior to final rupture of the hydrogels. 

Furthermore, the significant enhancement in the ultimate shear strength and the 

storage elastic modulus in the COL-CNW composites indicated that the small addition of 

the well-dispersed CNWs (3 wt.%) introduced a substantial elasticity of about twofold 

increase into the collagenous medium (Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1). The enhancement in the 

mechanical performance of the COL-CNW composite at such low filler concentration 

was believed to be as a result of the CNW physical entanglement with the collagenous 

medium in which creating a three-dimensional rigid percolating network and introducing 
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a stable structure with high resistance to large strain deformations. Similar improvement 

trends were also reported in literature where the small addition of CNWs significantly 

enhanced the mechanical performance of the cellulosic nanocomposites with the 

percolating CNW nanofiller phase (35, 70, 71).  

 

 

Figure 5.4 Linear versus nonlinear behavior of the neat collagen and collagen-CNW 
hydrogel composite at 3wt.% nanofiller in an oscillatory strain sweep where the elastic 
(G') modulus and applied shear stress (τ) were plotted versus shear strain at angular 
frequency of ω =0.1 rad/s at room temperature. 

 

Likewise, the optimum amount of the CNW nanofiller in the COL-CNW 

composite was observed from the stress-strain curves shown in Figure 5.5 and the 

associated measurements summarized in Table 5.1. From these results, a considerable 

improvement in the composite shear modulus and ultimate shear strength was reflected 

up to about 3 wt.% of the nanowhiskers along with a steady decrease in the samples with 

higher CNW content. We believe that the possibility of an unfavorable inter-whisker 
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agglomeration from the strong hydrogen-bonding interactions could explain the negative 

effect of the reinforcing agent on the rheological performance of the nanocomposites 

beyond a certain amount of filler volume fraction representing the optimum amount of 

nanowhisker phase. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Stress versus strain curve of the neat collagen and COL-CNW hydrogel 
composite at different weight of 1, 3, 6, and 9% CNW obtained from an oscillatory 
strain-sweep subjected to constant angular frequency of ω =0.1 rad/s at an ambient 
temperature of 25 oC. 
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Table 5.1 Oscillatory stain sweep data of the pure collagen compared to the collagen-
cellulose hydrogel nanocomposite at 1, 3, 6, and 9 wt.% CNW under constant ω =0.1 
rad/s while deforming the hydrogels within the linear viscoelastic region at room 
temperature. 
Filler Content 

  
wt. (%) 

Critical Strain 
 

 γ (%)  

Elastic Modulus 
 

G' (Pa)  

Loss Modulus 
 

G'' (Pa) 

Critical Shear Stress 
 

  τ (Pa) 

0 9.99 ± 0.01 827.51 ± 176.02     113.62 ± 40.5 93.49 ± 14.81 

1 10.00 ± 0.01   1003.00 ± 46.87 101.63 ± 17.10        124.89 ± 5.26 

3 10.01 ± 0.03   1557.50 ± 335.9  269.39 ± 109.6        218.84 ± 12.49 

6 10.01 ± 0.02   1436.00 ± 270.15  194.13 ± 70.72        156.51 ± 11.33 

9 9.99 ± 0.01   1104.67 ± 65.39  180.01 ± 21.14        140.84 ± 8.84 

 

 

5.2.2.2 Oscillatory Time Sweep   

In general, an oscillatory time sweep is carried out to directly provide the 

necessary information regarding the flow behavior of a polymeric material as it 

undergoes a macro- or micro-structural rearrangement with time (142). To observe the 

true time-dependent behavior of our fabricated hydrogels and to ensure the stability of the 

systems during the data collection, the oscillatory time sweeps were probed at a constant 

amplitude of strain γ <10% with a constant angular frequency of ω =0.1 rad/s at room 

temperature. As a matter of fact, to maintain the elastic structure of the hydrogel 

materials and to prevent any nonlinear disruption within the biopolymer network by 

overstraining, care was taken to keep the strain low while the materials were going under 

deformation in their LVR as described earlier (Section 5.2.2.1).  

Considering the optimum amount of the CNW content from the previous strain 

sweep test, the time sweep analysis were also reflected on comparing the pure collagen 
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with the Col-CNW composite at 3 wt.% nanowhiskers. As time advanced, the viscosity 

of both hydrogel materials presented a rapid increase initially followed by a steady 

increase progress (Figure 5.6). This characteristic implied a non-Newtonian behavior 

where the flow properties of our fabricated hydrogels were not described by a single 

constant and changed as a function of time. Also, the rapid increase followed by the 

steady state plateau in viscosity is mostly related to the stabilization of internal network 

of the material that can be broken down by shearing and require some time to re-build 

itself (143). The steady state increase in the value of viscosity at a constant shear rate 

observed in Figure 5.6 confirmed the structural stability of both collagen and collagen-

CNW composite upon shearing over time exhibiting a rheopectic behavior in a complex 

fluid. Similarly, as it was reported in literature (89), the H2SO4-treated CNWs showed no 

time dependence in viscosity as compared to thixotropic HCl-treated CNWs. 

Accordingly, the source of the time dependent rheopecy in our hydrogel nanocomposite 

with H2SO4-treated CNWs was the collagen itself not the CNWs since similar trends 

were observed in the viscosity profile of both hydrogels. Finally, the higher value of 

viscosity spotted in the COL-CNW composite due to the addition of nanowhiskers at 

3wt.% verified the successful physical entanglement and the homogeneous particle 

distribution of the cellulose nanowhiskers within the collagenous medium representing a 

stable structural rearrangement over shearing with time (Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.6 Time dependence of viscosity and shear rate of the pure collagen and the 
collagen-cellulose hydrogel nanocomposite at 3wt.% nanowhisker in an oscillatory time 
sweep.  Complex viscosity (η) and shear rate (𝛾) were plotted versus time subjected to 
constant strain amplitude γ < 10 % and angular frequency ω =0.1 rad/s at room 
temperature while deforming the materials within the linear viscoelastic region. 

 

 

5.2.2.3 Oscillatory Frequency Sweep   

In rheological study of a polymeric composite, a common oscillatory frequency 

sweep is conducted to study the material's elasticity, the degree of dispersion and inter-

particle association to increasing frequency (143, 144). In this study, dynamic oscillation 

measurements were carried out to gauge the impact of shearing over a range of frequency 

as the CNW with different volume fractions were incorporated into the collagenous 

medium. The response of the hydrogel materials to increasing frequency was monitored 

at constant amplitude of strain γ < 10% in the linear viscoelastic region and at an ambient 

temperature of 25 oC as discussed earlier (Section 3.3.1).  
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As an example, the response of the pure collagen to the changing frequency 

amplitude was compared to that of the COL-CNW at 3 wt.% as illustrated in Figure 5.7. 

The elastic modulus (G') was spotted to be greater than the viscous modulus (G'') in both 

pure collagen and COL-CNW composite over the applied frequencies, implying a more 

elastic solid-like than viscous fluid-like behavior in both systems (145). This was also in 

agreement with other rheological studies reported in literature for collagenous media 

(139-141). Additionally in the process of similar timescale illustrated in Figure 5.7, the 

dominancy of G' over G'' with the uniform drop in viscosity η below the critical strain 

was nearly independent of frequency in both hydrogels, exhibiting a well-structured gel 

where sedimentation was unlikely to occur (143, 144). Likewise, the value of G' and G'' 

in both hydrogel systems constantly decreased at the higher frequency (above 100 Hz) 

where the fibrils entangled like a pseudo-cross-link as a result of the lack of enough time 

to loosen up which gave rise to the decrease in the shear moduli (146). Finally, the higher 

value spotted for the shear moduli (G' and G'') and the complex viscosity (η) in the COL-

CNW composite upon the addition of 3 wt.% nanowhiskers suggested the effective 

entanglement and homogenous dispersion of the CNWs within the collagenous medium 

forming a stable structural network. This was believed to be the result of formation of a 

three-dimensional percolating network of CNWs fact which imparted an enhancement of 

about twofold increase in the amount of mechanical energy stored upon extending the 

deformation at higher frequencies as opposed to that of the neat collagen (Figure 5.7).  
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Figure 5.7 Frequency dependence of shear moduli and viscosity of the pure collagen and 
the COL-CNW composite at 3wt.% nanowhisker in an oscillatory frequency sweep. 
Elastic modulus (G'), viscous modulus (G'') and complex viscosity (η) were plotted 
versus angular frequency (ω) under constant strain amplitude of γ < 10 % within the 
hydrogel linear viscoelastic region.  

 

Likewise, the change in both shear moduli, G' and G", subjected to the increasing 

frequency at different amount of CNWs in the COL-CNW composites was observed in 

Figure 5.8. A similar trend to the strain sweep data was also spotted in the frequency 

sweep experiment where the inclusion of CNW up to an optimum amount reflected the 

best composite performance with a steady decline afterwards. Perhaps, the unfavorable 

whisker- whisker interaction has introduced an adverse impact on the composite 

performance beyond the certain CNW weight percentage.  
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Figure 5.8 The comparison of Frequency dependence of shear moduli of the pure 
collagen and the COL-CNW composite at 1, 3, 6, and 9 wt.% nanowhisker in an 
oscillatory frequency sweep. Elastic modulus (G') and viscous modulus (G'') were plotted 
versus angular frequency (ω) under constant strain amplitude of γ < 10 % within the 
hydrogel linear viscoelastic region. 

 

In general, understanding the effect of traction forces exerted by cells on an ECM-

like structure is a critical parameter to design a mechanically stable scaffold (139, 140, 

147). When cells well spread out on the surface of a scaffold, the contractile forces 

spontaneously induced by these cells will transfer to the material and reconstruct it 

accordingly (141). Substrates with the larger elasticity can effectively take greater 

contractile force to avoid deformation and subsequently provide a better mechanical 

support for cell growth (141). This was also evidenced in the previous studies when the 

stiffer collagenous gels increased the rate of the cell survival by spreading their 

lamellipodium while reducing their apoptosis (141, 148, 149). Therefore, the greater 

storage shear modulus (G') observed in our fabricated COL-CNW composite at 3 wt.% 
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compared to that of the neat collagen similarly represented the material capability of 

resilience storage and deformation resistance as the CNWs were percolated within the 

collagenous medium. The large nanocomposite elasticity as well as the well gel stability 

could potentially provide a stable mechanical support for cells to exert the greater 

contractile forces on the material as they render their normal activities. This is perhaps 

due to the fact that the conjugation of nanomaterials like CNWs to a substrate not only 

can affect the subsequent cellular activities but also can compensate the scaffold 

limitations such as weak mechanical properties (9). Finally, a comparable viscoelastic 

behavior between our COL-CNW composite at 3 wt.% and the orbital connective tissue 

derived from bovine (150) was highlighted in Figure 5.9, which could also verify the 

feasibility of our fabricated bio-platform for scaffolding in tissue engineering.  

 

Figure 5.9 The comparison of shear moduli in the COL-CNW composite at 3wt.% 
nanowhisker with that of the bovine orbital connective tissue (150) subjected to an 
oscillatory frequency sweep. The elastic (G') and viscous (G'') moduli were plotted versus 
angular frequency (ω) under constant strain amplitude of γ < 10 % inside the 
nanocomposite linear viscoelastic region. 
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5.2.3 Thermal Properties of the COL-CNW Composite 

Calorimetric techniques such as DSC and TGA were probed in this study to 

investigate the thermal stability of biological macromolecules; collagen and cellulose; as 

well as to detect every state of the changes within their systems as a function of 

temperature. The thermal transition in both pure collagen and the COL-CNW composites 

at different CNW wt.% from DSC results summarized in Table 5.2 indicated two separate 

endotherm peaks during the first heating cycle even with running the experiments at 

various heating rates. Likewise, the second endotherm peak (Tm2) in both hydrogel 

systems inclined to get sharper at higher enthalpy of fusion (ΔHf) as opposed to that of  

the first endotherm peak (Tm1). These transitions could be the result of partial unfolding 

and complete denaturation of the collagen macromolecule upon the release of moisture 

content and disruption of the intermolecular bonding as the temperature raised. In 

previous studies (151, 152), researchers have found that collagen tended to contract and 

shorten with minimal structural changes at low temperature below 60 oC while it 

completely denatured with a sharp increase in shrinkage at higher temperature. This was 

also the case in our experiments (Table 5.2). Similar trends were additionally observed in 

the thermal analysis of the ancient parchment where collagen as its major component of 

the skin connective tissue matrix was denatured beyond 100 oC (153). Moreover from 

previous studies, it seemed that collagen hydrogel derived from rat-tail tendon tended to 

unfold and refold below body temperature (154) but became thermally irreversible upon 

unwinding of the intermolecular crosslinks at higher temperature where the structure of 

collagen was completely disrupted (155). This was evident in our DSC thermograms 

where both hydrogel systems were completely denatured in the first heating cycle with no 
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transition peaks observed in the first cooling or the second heating cycles which also 

confirmed the irreversibility of our fabricated hydrogels at high temperature.  

It is worth mentioning that the addition of CNW wt.% seemed to have no effect 

on the melting endotherm of our fabricated hydrogel reinforced materials. Similar results 

were also reported in other studies with the CNW-reinforced composites regardless of the 

nature of the polymeric host matrix when no chemical modification were applied on the 

CNW surface (35, 123) only with the exception of moisture-sensitive systems where the 

presence of water had a plasticizing effect on the melting temperature (124). Likewise, it 

was evident that the freeze-drying of the fabricated CNWs prevented the effect of 

plasticizing due to the extra moist left on the surface of nanowhiskers and subsequently 

generating the similar melting endotherm in both pure collagen and the COL-CNW 

composites.  

Although the addition of CNWs did not noticeably affect the endotherm peaks 

observed in the DSC thermograms, our thermo-gravimetric profile (TGA) in Figure 5.10 

revealed a different trend when CNWs were incorporated into the collagen matrix. The 

TGA experiments were performed to trace the weight loss and decomposition phenomena 

in both pure collagen and the COL-CNW composites as a function of temperature under a 

controlled atmosphere. To accurately capture this trend and to better gauge the role of 

CNWs in our hydrogel system, thermal properties of the pure CNWs were studied 

separately. The degradation of the pure CNWs exhibited a three stage weight loss profile, 

initiated with the scission of the hydroxyl groups at about 150-200 oC; followed by the 

depolymerization, dehydration, and decomposition of glycosyl units and the formation of 

a char at around 250-300 oC; and finally, the oxidation and breakdown of the char to 
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lower molecular weight gaseous products above 325 oC which were similarly observed in 

previous studies (88, 90). However, no separate degradation stage was observed in the 

TGA thermograms of the hydrogel nanocomposites (Figure 5.10), fact which indicated 

that the CNWs were completely covered by the collagen fibers as they were 

homogeneously dispersed within the host matrix.  

Likewise, the actual degradation temperature increased with the increase in CNW 

concentrations of up to about 3 wt.%, but decreased at higher filler concentrations due to 

a higher probability of nanowhisker aggregation and bundle formation, which may have 

prevented a homogenous distribution of the CNWs within the host matrix, as shown in 

Figure 5.10 and summarized in Table 5.2. Indeed, the degree of the well dispersion of 

CNWs within a polymeric matrix is of great importance in the design of a cellulosic 

composite and its subsequence performance, which was directly obvious in our 

nanohybrid material where a 40% improvement in thermal decomposition was observed 

(Figure 5.10 and Table 5.2). 
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Figure 5.10 TGA thermograms representing the thermal decomposition and the 
formation of gaseous reaction products of the freeze-dried cellulose nanowhiskers, the 
pure collagen, and the COL-CNW hydrogel composite. 

 

Table 5.2 DSC and TGA measurements of the thermal properties for the pure collagen 
and the COL-CNW composites with 1, 3, 6, 9% by weight of nanowhiskers, which were 
prepared by the pre-dispersed and the freeze-dried fabrication protocol. 

Filler Content 
  

wt. (%) 

Tm1 
 

(oC) 

ΔHf1 
 

(J/g) 

Tm2 
 

(oC) 

ΔHf2 
 

(J/g) 

Tdecomposition 
 

(oC) 

Weight Loss 
 

 (%) 

0 87.2 ± 0.8 449.6 ±11.9 113.1 ± 0.6 739.7 ± 22.4 124.3 ± 1.2 96 

1 87.7 ± 1.6 463.1 ± 9.8 113.2 ± 0.3 771.9 ± 16.5 126.3 ± 2.0 95 

3 89.6 ± 1.3 487.8 ±15.9 112.6 ± 0.9 789.2 ± 21.1 173.7 ± 0.8 96 

6 87.5 ± 0.8 482.6 ± 11.2 112.9 ± 1.5 773.1 ± 18.2 163.6 ± 2.1 95 

9 87.6 ± 1.1 465.9 ±12.6 112.7 ± 0.9 786.3 ± 16.9 144.7 ± 2.2 96 

 

To date, various techniques are available to study the heat-induced changes in 

collagen and neo-collagenesis in the secretion of new collagenous network in order to 
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achieve therapeutic tissue repairs for a number of medical procedures (151, 155-157). For 

example, the effect of heat, which directly influences the biodegradation of a temporary 

scaffold material, has to proceed under a controlled pathway to prevent a potential 

structural breakdown of the biomaterial and the premature failure of the system prior to 

the complete secretion of a native ECM by the cultured cells. Thus, it is evident from our 

TGA profiles shown in Figure 5.10 that the well dispersion of CNWs potentially induced 

a better interfacial interaction with the collagenous host matrix, leading to an enhanced 

thermal resistivity to the complete decomposition of the hydrogel nanocomposite.   

 

5.3 Summary and Future Directions 

 

This work describes the design of a new class of green functional biomaterial 

composed of type I collagen (COL) reinforced with cellulose nanowhiskers (CNWs) to 

effectively enhance the rigidity of collagen and to better mimic the morphology and 

profile features that are characteristic to biological tissues. Microscopy techniques such 

as AFM and FE-SEM were conducted to probe the morphology of the CNWs and the 

microstructure of COL-CNW composite as the CNWs were incorporated within the 

collagenous medium. Rheological analyses including oscillatory strain, time, and 

frequency sweep were carried out to study the flow and deformation of the 

nanocomposite upon oscillatory shear and their connection to the microstructure. 

Calorimetric techniques such as DSC and TGA were performed to measure the thermal 

stability and decomposition of the hydrogel material subjected to increasing temperature. 

The successful grafting of CNWs within the collagenous medium resulted in a nearly 
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twofold improvement in viscoelastic properties and thermal stability of COL-CNW 

composite with only a small amount of filler content, i.e. 3 wt.%. The tendency of CNWs 

to interconnect with one another through strong hydrogen bonding gave rise to the 

formation of a three-dimensional rigid percolating network, fact which imparted an 

excellent nanocomposite performance, even at such low filler concentration. This green 

functional biomaterial with its unique features could potentially provide a platform for 

biomedical applications such as scaffolding in tissue engineering as discussed next in 

Chapter 6. 

Future direction of the current study could extend to the alignment of the CNWs 

as exposed to a magnetic field while percolating within the collagenous medium. This 

could directly affect the mechanical/ thermal properties of the CNW-reinforced hydrogel, 

as it was also evidenced in our previous study of the CAP-CNW composite in Chapter 4. 

Ultimately, the alignment of the substrate material could add an additional valuable 

feature to design a viable scaffolding material based on collagen and cellulose while 

closely mimicking the oriented morphology existed in human tissues. 
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CHAPTER 6 

BIOCOMPATIBILITY STUDY OF A PROTEIN-BASED 

NANOCOMPOSITE REINFORCED WITH CNWs  

 

This chapter investigates the biocompatibility of the collagen-cellulose hydrogel 

nanocomposite by using an in-vitro study of human-bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal 

stem cells (MSCs) at 8 days of culture. The resulting growth and radial invasion of MSCs 

around the hydrogel material is spotted through imaging techniques as described below. 

    

6.1 Cell Culture Method 

Biocompatibility is an essential design factor to establish a suitable interface 

between cells and scaffold material in order to maintain the activity of functional cells, to 

regulate cell behavior, and to further reconstruct three-dimensional tissues (10). In this 

study, the biocompatibility of the COL-CNW composite was investigated by observing 

cell adhesion and growth on the substrate material based on the model of radial invasion 

of a matrix by aggregated cells, described in (86, 87, 158). The radial invasion of the 

cultured MSCs around the pre-sterilized COL-CNW composite was spotted in Figure 6.1 

where a three-dimensional sandwich assay was formed using a woven mesh nylon ring as 

the structural support. Similar results were also observed in the pure collagen sandwich 

assay, since the biocompatibility of collagen has been previously well established in the 

literature (75-77, 79, 86).  
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Figure 6.1 Digital optical microscope images of the three-dimensional COL-CNW 
sandwich assay with the radial invasion of MSCs between the hydrogel material and the 
nylon ring at day 8 of the in-vitro culture at 4x magnification. 

 

6.2 Cell Growth on the Collagen- Cellulose Nanowhisker Composite 

The MSCs were found to successfully adhere to the cellulosic substrate.  Further, 

cell growth was observed to increase from a bundle-like aggregate in day 1 into a more 

spread-out arrangement in day 8. These observations confirmed the presence of a 

nurturing environment offered by the 3D assay of COL-CNW composite (Figure 6.2). 

Moreover, the MSC outgrowth from their proliferation sites and sprouting around the 

hydrogel nanocomposite was evidenced from the phase-contrast image in Figure 6.3. 

Similar results of the cell growth and proliferation around a cellulose-based scaffold were 

also reported in literature (159).  
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Figure 6.2 Phase-contrast/ bright-field images of the in-vitro culture of MSCs at 10x 
magnification showing: (A) the sprout of cells from bundle-like aggregates at day 1 (B) 
the radial expansion around the COL-CNW composite at day 8. 
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Figure 6.3 Phase-contrast microscopy image showing the outgrowth of MSCs from their 
proliferation sites and spreading around the fabricated collagen-cellulose hydrogel 
nanocomposite (3 wt.% nanowhiskers) after an in-vitro culture for 8 days at 10x 
magnification. 

 

Additionally, the cytotoxicity of the COL-CNW composite was probed, using the 

method described in (160), to measure the cell density on the frames of fluorescent DAPI 

stain upon binding to the DNA of the cells nuclei. The increase in the cell density at the 

in-vitro culture of 8 days, illustrated in Figure 6.4, further verified the successful 

adhesion and growth of the MSCs around the substrate material and the non-cytotoxic 

nature of our fabricated collagen-cellulose hydrogel nanocomposite. All the evidence 

together has confirmed the non-toxicity of the constituent materials, from the fabrication 

of the cellulose nanowhiskers itself to the CNW entanglement within the collagenous 

medium and ultimately to the formation of the collagen-cellulose hydrogel 

nanocomposite.   
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Figure 6.4 The density increase of the encapsulated MSC nuclei around the COL-CNW 
composite spreading in day 8 (Right image) in contrast to that of in day 1 (Left image). 
The images were taken by DAPI-DNA staining at 10x magnification. 

 

Design factors such as porous fibrous microstructure, mechanical integrity, 

thermal stability, and biocompatibility directly influence the functionality of a scaffold 

material. However, these factors are often in conflict with one another, so to design a 

successful final product an optimum balance must be obtained. As a result of such 

consideration, the fabricated COL-CNW composite in this study, with the potential 

balance in all the functional properties as described in Chapters 5 and 6, could present a 

bio-platform candidate for scaffolding in tissue engineering. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

This chapter briefly summarizes the major findings of this work. Based on the 

results and experimental observations, some directions for future investigation are 

recommended. 

  

7.1 Concluding Remarks 

The science of imitating nature with a growing aspect in multidisciplinary fields 

has enabled scientists to mastermind the structure and functions of biological systems and 

apply the relevant principals in order to design materials and devices with remarkable 

performances for diverse applications. In tissue engineering for example, a natural 

biomimetic material with close resemblance to the profile features existed in a native 

extracellular matrix (ECM) could provide a temporary functional platform to regulate and 

control cellular interactions at a molecular level and to subsequently direct a tissue 

regeneration. As such, biopolymer composites of high purity bio-nanofillers can arrange 

in intricate ways to offer a combination of lightweight, high strength, and bio-

functionality for such scaffolding application. As an attractive reinforcing filler phase, 

cellulose nanowhiskers (CNWs) offer exceptional properties such as high aspect ratio, 

large interface area, and significant mechanical integrity. As such, CNWs could integrate 

a viable nanofibrous porous candidate, resulting in superior structural diversity and 

functional versatility. Inspired by the fascinating properties of cellulose and its 
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derivatives, we have designed two bio-inspired nanocomposite materials reinforced with 

CNWs in this work.  

In our first design, a bio-inspired carbohydrate-based nanocomposite was 

fabricated such that the CNWs were well dispersed and embedded in a matrix of cellulose 

acetate propionate (CAP-CNW composite). The dispersed CNW phase created a rigid 

network within the host matrix, which imparted considerable mechanical strength and 

thermal stability to the entire composite system at only 0.2 wt.%, and substantially 

enhanced these properties upon the orientation of the nanowhiskers. The aligned features 

not only improved the directionality of nanoparticles within the medium, but also 

drastically lowered the optimum amount of CNWs required (3 wt.%) to obtain the best 

composite performance. Likewise, homogenization schemes such as the mean field 

approach and the percolation technique were investigated to ensure the accuracy of our 

experimental data and to predict the unusual reinforcing effect of CNWs in a cellulose-

based nanocomposite. Based on these comparisons, the tendency of CNWs to 

interconnect with one another through strong hydrogen bonding gave rise to the 

formation of a three-dimensional rigid percolating network, fact which imparted excellent 

mechanical strength and thermal stability to the entire structure at such low filler content. 

In our second design, a bio-inspired protein-based nanocomposite comprised of 

collagen and cellulose nanowhiskers (COL-CNW composite) was fabricated to contrast 

with our original design by resembling the structural features of natural human ECM 

while delivering an effective viscoelastic behavior to the designed substrate. The most 

significant aspect of the second design was reflected on fabricating a comparable series 

of hydrogels and characterizing them structurally, mechanically, and thermally, which 
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resulted in significant property improvements at small amount of filler content, i.e. 3% by 

weight. The excellent performance at such low filler content was mainly believed to be 

due to the formation of the percolating filler network from hydrogen bonds between the 

cellulose as well as to strong interactions between CNW surface and the polymer chains 

in the collagenous medium. 

Finally, the initial biocompatibility of the COL-CNW composite was probed by 

in-vitro incubation of human-bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), 

which resulted in the invasion and proliferation of MSCs around the nanocomposite at 

day 8 of culture. We believe that our biomimetically-engineered platform in this study, 

with an oriented microstructure and tunable mechanical/ thermal properties, could open 

new perspectives in the self-assembly of nanobiomaterial for tissue-engineered 

scaffolding, while it could make the design of the next generation of fully green 

functional biomaterial a reality.  

 

7.2 Future Directions 

The scalability and mass production of nanocomposite materials in general and 

cellulosic nanomaterials in specific are of great interests when it comes to design a new 

line of functional biomaterial. In our initial design (CAP-CNW composite), the 

fabrication of the nanocomposite materials was much more controllable than the 

characterization of such materials due to the brittle nature of the casted films. However, 

in our second design (COL-CNW composite), the fabrication of the hydrogel materials 

was more involved to maintain the gel stability than the characterization of the hydrated 

hydrogels. In general, an optimized processing method must be considered to increase the 
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scalability and the mass production of the nanocomposite materials. Therefore, further 

study of the optimization theory is required to improve the product line of the cellulose-

based nanomaterials. 

The dimensions of the nanowhisker phase have an important impact on the design 

of cellulose-based nanocomposites as well as on their corresponding structural, 

mechanical, and thermal properties. The cross-dimensional features of cellulose 

nanowhiskers have been probed using a transmission electron microscope in previous 

studies in the literature (43, 161-163) as well as the current thesis work (Chapter 3, 

Section 3.2.1). The two characteristic lateral dimensions of CNWs across a wide range of 

values were remarkably observed using these TEM images; however, a complementary 

and different technique is essential to confirm the accuracy of these observations. This is 

because the number of samples delicately prepared on the corresponding studies was 

limited, and artifacts may have been introduced. Therefore, a technique such as small-

angle scattering can deliver valuable data to complement the real space observations 

(164). The SAX technique typically analyzes the distribution of the scattered intensity 

spread over a genuine sample in the presence of its liquid component and is a feasible 

technique to further analyze the accurate dimensions of cellulose nanowhiskers. 

An accurate estimate of the average CNW dimensions can not only offer a design 

parameter for the nanocomposite performance; it can also provide a critical point for 

mechanical coupling modeling. As discussed in Chapter 4, homogenization techniques 

such as the Halpin-Kardos method and the percolation theory cannot closely capture the 

percolating behavior of CNW filler due to the general overestimation and 

underestimation of the elastic moduli, respectively.  Hence, the results of this study could 
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enhance the basic input with which other homogenization schemes might effectively 

model the random distribution of CNWs with different dimension scales and might 

closely capture the interfacial behavior of whisker-whisker as well as whisker-matrix 

interactions. As an example, a method like the cluster model (a form of self-consistent 

model) has an advantage over the classical homogenization schemes (i.e. the Halpin-

Kardos approach) in which both the morphology and the spatial distribution of the 

nanofiller phase are reflected in the modeling analysis (106).  

The physical entanglement of the CNW nanofiller phase within the biopolymer 

matrices was investigated in this dissertation using techniques such as microscopy 

imaging and thermogravimetric analysis. However, more rigorous chemical techniques 

such as FTIR and Raman Spectroscopy should be investigated in order to study the 

chemical interaction and bonding formation between the two phases. 

Finally, the initial biocompatibility of the COL-CNW composite was studied in 

this work as described in Chapter 6. Nonetheless, a complete analysis of the material 

biodegradation, the cell viability, and an in-vivo implantation are the necessary next steps 

to better explore the effectiveness of collagen-cellulose hydrogel nanocomposite for 

scaffolding in tissue regeneration. 
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